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PREFACE 

The world's first post-war experiment in decapitating a country's 

nuclear weapons capability had begun under the auspices of the United 

Nations. Three decisive events affected the nuclear non-proliferation regime in 

1991 namely the end of the Cold War, Gulf War and disintegration of the 

USSR. The role of the United Nations assumes significance because until now 

disarmament had been the prerogative of the US and USSR. 

This dissertation is an attempt to analyse the UN role in the elimination 

of Iraqi nuclear weapon capability. 

The first chapter is about how Iraq emerged as a power in the Gulf 

region and its strategic importance to US and USSR. It also deals with Iraq's 

oil for arms diplomacy with the European Countries mainly France and Italy. 

The second chapter deals in detail about Iraq's nuclE~ar programme. Iraq 

is not a nuclear power. It is a signatory to NPT. Iraq emerged stronger after 

its Osiraq research reactor was destroyed, although it led to temporary 

setback of its nuclear programme. 

The third chapter discusses the UN and IAEA's role in the elimination 

of Iraqi nuclear capability. The UN Security Council Resolution 687 explicitly · 

names the IAEA as being responsible for this experiment. 

The last chapter is the conclusion of my dissertation. 

I am deeply thankful to my Supervisor, Prof. M. Zuberi. I am ever 

grateful to his care and guidance, without which I could not have completed 



this dissertation. I 11111 also thankful to tht• ~tall' of the libraries of Institute of 

Defence Studies and Analyses, Jawuharlal Nehru University and the American 

Centre. My sincen• I hanks to my friends. 1\nbby, Binod and Lyakat, who 

shared their views w11 h me and helped nw. 

My thanks ulso to "Dot & Cross Systems" for their efficient typing. 

However, I am I otally responsible for any mistake that might have crept 

into the dissertation. 

1. L c. f..J~ 
New Delhi. KARAN CllANDRA BOSE 



CHAPTER- I 

RISE OF IRAQ 

INTRODUCTION 

The State of IRAQ came into existence in 1920, when it was created 

under British aegis as a mandate. However, the area now incorporated within 

its borders has been the home of several of humankind's earliest ciYilizations. 

With a land area of 170,000 square miles (440,300 sq. km) and a population 

of over 14 million in 1984, Iraq is the largest of the Fertile Crescent countries 

rimming the northern edge of the Arabian peninsula. 1 

Lying between the plateau of northern Arabia and the mountain ridge 

of southwest Iran and Turkey, Iraq forms a lowland corridor between Syria 

and the Persian/Arabian Gulf. Historically, Iraq has been a passageway 

between East and West. Its borders are for the most part artificial, reflecting 

the interests of great powers during the First World War rather than the 

wishes of the local population. As a result, Iraq's present borders have been 

continuously challenged by peoples living inside and outside of the country. 

Much of the eastern border is still in dispute, as illustrated by the Iran-Iraq 

War that began in 1980. The south-eastern portion of the country lies at the 

1 IRAQ, Ministry of Planning, Statistical Pocket Book, 1982 (Baghdad 
Central Statistical Organization, n.d), p11. 
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head of the Gulf. Iraq controls a 26 mile (42 km) strip of Gulf territory, just 

sufficient to provide an outlet to the sea. 

STRATEGIC LOCATION 

Iraq's strategic position at the crossroads of three continents and its 

peculiar geographic features have played an important role in its history. 

When the local society has had a strong central government, capable of 

controlling its irrigation system and containing or absorbing its conquerors, 

it has produced a high civilization, and when it has not, disruption and 

discontinuity have resulted. 

The sixteenth century marked a new era in Iraq. The Ottoman Empire 

which dominated it for the next four centuries. The impact of British rule 

(1920-1932) has been second only to that of Ottoman rule in shaping modern 

Iraq .. In 1933, a year after Iraq's, independence, it was estimated that there 

were 100,000 rifles in tribal hands, and 15,000 in the possession of the 

government. 2 

2 Memorendum by King Fayzal, cited in Abd al-Razzaq-al Hussain, 
Ta'rikh al-Wizarat al-Iragivvah [The History of Iraqi Cabinets] (Sidon 
: Matba'at al Irfan, 1953-67) 3:287 in Phebe Marr, The Modern History 
of Iraq, (Bouladar Colorado : West View Press, inc., 1985), p.l. 
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It was the coup of 17 July 1968, which established a one-party state 

and gradually concentrated power in hands of one man Saddam Hussain, to 

a degree not seen since days of Monarchy. Aided by the oil price rise of 1973, 

which enabled Iraq, like other oil producers, to undertake a major 

development programme. 

In accordence with the Ba'th ideology the party set up a socialist state 

that heavily emphazized building up the sinews of military and bureacratic 

power. 

By 1980, Iraq had begun to emerge from its earlier regional and 

international isolation. Iraq also began to exercise a major influence on the 

Middle Eastern scene, especially in the Gulf, where it expected to play a 

leading role in the future. The Iraq-Iran conflict halted the economic and 

social progress of the previous years, undermined the legitimacy of the 

regime, and decisively checked Iraq's pretensions to leadership in the Gulf and 

the Arab world in general. Iraq's foreign relations were precarious, allowing its 

neighbours to intervene in Iraq's internal affairs with destabilizing effects. 

The Persian Gulf region has acquired geo-strategic importance not only 

because it is on the cros~;-roads of the East and the West and the North and 
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South but also because it dominates an important sector of the Indian 

Ocean which has become a major arena of super power rivalry. The Gulf region 

is important in the context of its oil resources and their further ramifications 

such as the dependence of the West on the Gulf oil, the question of recycling 

of petro-dollars, and ~ecurity of the oil wells and sea-lanes in the Gulf and 

beyond. The security of the Gulf is also affected by political variables like 

regional and global rivalries and the linkages between the Gulf states and 

foreign powers. Thu~ the global stresses and strains are also reflected in the 

region. All these factors have influenced the flow of arms into the Gulf region. 

During the fiftie~ and sixties, the flow of arms into the Gulf region was 

regulated because of political and economic constraints. on the regional 

powers, though Iran and Iraq were able to acquire modern arms m 

substantial quant.it.ief'. In contrast, it was in the seventies that the region 

witnessed a massive arms transfer programme, especially in Iran and Iraq. 

In Iraq, at first it was the Soviet-Iraqi 1972 friendship treaty and in Iran 

it was the US arms supply to Shah's regime. According to one analysis, "The 

seven years between 1973 and 1980, were the most dynamic in the Iraqi 

Army's sixty year history"3 

3 John S. Wagner, "Iraq", in Richard A. Gabriel, ed, Fighting Armies, 
Antagonists in the Middle East : A Combat Assessment (WestPort, 
Conn: Greenwood Press, 1984), 78. 
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In this period, for example, Iraq nearly trebled its troop strength to 

roughly 250,000 men, without extending the length of military service. The 

rapid acceleration of oil revenues in the 1970s led to purchases of large 

amounts of more sophisticated equipment for these forces. This in turn led 

to the influx of thousands of foreign military (_•xperts in the region who were 

responsible for the training, maintenance and sometimes even effective 

operation of the weapon systems. 

US STRATEGIC RELATIONS 

More than half the world's proven oil reserves are located iq the Gulf 

region, and on the territory of eight nations- Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, 

Bahrain, Qatar, the UAE & Oman. Inspite of more than a decade of intense 

exploration in other parts of the world, the Gulf is still the region with the 

highest potential for major new discoveries and is the only area in the world 

where the discovery of new reserves is out-pacing oil production. 

The US Department of Energy estimated that nearly 25% of all US oil 

would come from the Gulf by the late 1990s. The West has done a little better 

in creating the military forces and regional security arrangements necessary 

to ensure the security of its leading source of oil imports than it has in its 

efforts to find sunstitutes. 
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The Shah's fall and the Iranian hostage crisis deprived the West of its 

only regional military pillar in 1979. Since that time, the Iran-Iraq War has 

created a steadily increasing risk that the Gulf could be dominated by a radical 

anti-Western power. One of the crucial points to be remembered is that United 

States and its Western allies concentrated on its strategic relations and 

military realities with the southern Gulf states (Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain 

and Kuwait). Nearly 36% of oil production capacity is in in contrast to the 

Northern Gulf stut.es.4 f raq steadily strenf:thened its relations with the West 

since the late 1970s, while preserving its ties with the then USSR. 

The Army had roughly 3,000 to 5, 700 artillery pieces - depending on 

what calibers were counted and whether the total included weapons in reserve 

or storage. 'fhese included a wide mix of Soviet bloc weapons and multiple 

rocket launchers. Its surface-to-air missile strength included 120 SA-2 

launchers, 150 SA-3 launchers, 60 Roland fire units, and SA-6, SA-7 and SA-9 

launchers. Air force has 12 Scud-B surface to surface missile launchers 

besides at least 20 French Mirage 1E Q5 fighters with Exocet. 

4 Anthony H. Cordsman, The Gulf and the West : Strategic Relations and 
Military Realities (Bouldar Westview Press, 1988), p.l. 
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The Iraqi arms policy in the post-October 1973 War period was 

influenced by its continuing confrontation with Iran, the Kurdish revolt and 

the desire to match Israel. Of these, the Israeli angle was the most important 

and probably the basic factor in the Iraqi military buildup, as shall be seen 

in the subsequent chapter. If Iraq had been arming itself against Iran, the 

tempo shuuld have slowed down after the detente in 1975. (Algiers Accord of 

March 1975 between Iraq and Iran on Kurds) But one finds that Iraqi arms 

procurement policy hecame more active with a growing friendship between 

Egypt and Israel. During this period Iraq was fully supported by the then 

USSR, which led to $4 billion worth arms deal signed in 1976. This arms deal 

included SAMs as well as Scud SSM (land missiles). 5 

Though the primary focus of the Iraqi arms buildup remained Israel, a 

power preparing to take on Israel would have developed strength sufficient to 

frighten small states like Kuwait in the Gulf region. It was centainly reflected 

in the First GulfWar (Iraq-Iran- 1980-198H) and substantiated in Second Gulf 

war (Iraq-Kuwait- 1990-1991). 

5 . Stockholm International Peace Research Institute 
World Armaments and Disarmament, SIPRI Yearbook (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, The MIT Press), p.321. 
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' SOVIE';.' POLICY TOWARDS IRAQ 

Moscow was linked to Baghdad by a Treaty of Friendship and 

Coop3ratbn, 1972 and the Soviet Unoin had long been Iraq's main supplier of 

wea!_:>IJnrJ. In addition, Iraq had been a leading enemy of the U8-sponsored 

Cam~: David agreements and, as a nation with pretensicE6 to leadership in 

the .Arab world, could one day become the focus of the ·~anti-impe:-:ialist" Arab 

front whieh Moscow sought. Indeed, by its leadership at the two Baghdad 

conferences, Iraq demonstrated a potential for such a role. From the point of 

view of the Soviet economy, aid to Iraq would help assure the continued flow 

of Iraqi oil to the USSR and its allies in Europe. 

'_:,:19 Soviet evaluation of both Iran and Iraq was that the.f seemed far 

more a~::i-1\merican than anti-Soviet and both countributed to the weakening 

of the I.me:..~ican position in the Gulf region. Moscow, thus dec.· da<l to have a 

good relationship with both and could not afford to alienate either, and as a 

result, adopted a position of neutrality at the start of the Iran-Iraq War and 

suspended arms sale to Iraq. 

The Israeli bombing of Iraq's nuclear reactor on June 9, 19<:n, came 

handy, ~n building a~ti-Israeli stand through Arabs by Moscow. Moscow 

moved quickly to try to exploit this situation, not only condemning the Israeli 
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raid but also pointing to the fact that the Israeli action was carried out with 

American-supplied aircraft and that it took place despite or even because of 

US AWACS radar planes operating in Saudi Arabia.6 This in turn led 

President Reagan to postpone his decision to ship additional F-16 fighter 

bombers to Israel because the attack was deprecated by l't.:oscow. The Soviet 

Union triPd to exploit the Israeli action by using it to focus Arab attention on 

the "Israeli threat" to the Arab World and to undermine the American position 

in the region while at the same time improving Soviet-Iraqi relations. 7 

Moscow, was less successful in exploiting the Israeli raid to undermine the US 

position in the Arab world, and in particular to improve Soviet ties with Iraq. 

This was due to Reagan Administration's decision to join Iraq in a UN Security 

Council vote condemming Israel seemed to deflate any Arab pressure to 

enforce oil embargo on the US due to Israeli raid issPe.3 

Iraq appeared to be trying to improve both its ties with the United 

States as its position in the Iran-Iraq war detoriated and also to drive a wedge 

between US and Israel, which was unhappy with the US vote in the UN. 

Despite increased Soviet shipments of arms, especially tanks and planes, the 

6 

7 

8 

PRAVDA 10,11 and 16 June 1931. 

Ibid., 16 June, 1981. 

Michael J. Berlin, The Washington Post, 19 June, 1981. 
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Iraqi regime, which also had been receiving sophisticated aircraft from France, 

moved to further improve its ties with the l Jnited States. Russian policy has 

been primarily reactive in nature as Moscow has sought to overcome the 

problems to its Gulf position that were caused by the outbreak and 

continuation of the war. Moscow's central strategy during the Iraq-Iran 

conflict, besides trying to end the war as soon as possible, an action it proved 

unable to accomplish, was to try to undermine the strengthened US position 

in the Gulf. 

As in the case of Iraq, Moscow's off-again, on-again arms supply policy 

during the war had t.he effect of moving [raq closer to France, whose super 

Etenderd jets and Exocet missiles enabled the Iraqis to wage a war of 

attrition against Iranian oil exports. At the same time, Iraq gradually moved 

toward a better relationship with the US. The Soviet invasion of Mghanistan 

in 1979, further alienated it from Iraq as well as Iran. It actually reinforced 

the old fear of 1ts search for warm-water port facilities in Indian Ocean, as 

apprehended by US. 

IRAQ- IRAN WAR (1980-88) 

Although it was clear from the sprmg of 1980 and certainly after 

August that a war was brewing between ]nu-t and Iran,- the Security Council 
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took no action to restrain either side. To a large extent the blame lay on Iran, 

viz., American hostage crisis. 

Moscow supported a unanimous Security Council call for the rel.ease of 

the hostages, but it abstained on a further resolution threatening !ran ·.vith 

economic sanctions. When the Security Council event~ally a~opted Resolution 

479 on the Gulf war in Sepetember 1980, this called only for a ceasefire and 

did not call for a withdrawal of forces to the international frontier nor 

condemn Iraq for its act of aggression, f'o that Iran was left with the 

impression that the world community had abandoned it to its fate. It was a 

belief which was enhanced by the fact that the Security Council's colledive 

inability at the start of the war to rescue I ran from the consequences of Iraqi 

aggression conLrasted so greatly with the subsequent determination of 

individual states to secure their interests in the Gulf. 

Another aspect which ought to be remembered is the covert Israeli 

support to Iran during the war. It was the Israeli's who involved the Reagan 

administration in the I ran -Contra affair. Eight years after the Iraqi troops first 

rolled acrJss the frontier to begin their difliculL two-year occupation of some 
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border areas, Iran finally accepted the UN ceasefire Resolution 5989 which 

Iraq had enthusiastically endorsed a year earlier. 

SECRET ARMS DEAL 

One of the early policy decisions of the military wing of the Ba'ath when 

they took over was to give Iraq a nuclear capahility. Though it was claimed to 

be only for peaceful purposes, but when Saddam Hussein was first put in 

charge of negotiations to obtain a reactor from France, the suspicion was that 

the Iraqis were considering nuclear weapons. Iraq is a party to the NPT, while 

Israel is not. By 1975 when the first agreement was reached with France, 

suspicion began to harden into certainty as it was noted that France was to 

supply not only two reactors, but also 84 kilograms of "highly enriched, 

weapons-grade uranium. The moment news of the Iraqi-French deal was 

leaked, Israel at leart never had any doubt t.hat Iraq intended to produce its 

own nuclPar bombs. It was passed on to Iran and work was stepped up on the 

nuclear facility being built by the Germans at Bushehr. 10 

9 

10 

S/RES/598 (1987); 20 July, 1987. 

John Bullock and Henry and Harvey Morris, Gulf War : Its Origins. 
History and Consequences (Methuen London Limited; 1989), p.180. 
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Thus, the first steps towords nuclearisation of Middle East started, for 

it was an open secret that Israel possessed the weapons. Israel certainly 

intended w maintain its monopoly of the unique weapon it regarded as the 

ultimate deterrent. Thus it was that the clandestine war began to try to stop 

Iraq from going ahead with the project. 

Israel tried all means including international pressure to halt Iraqi 

nuclear programme. But Iraq defended that the programme was a peaceful 

one and its facilities was open to inspection. Iraq thus e~entually allowed 

inspectors from the International Atomic Energy Agency access to the Nuclear 

Research Institute and these neutral inspedors consistently reported that they 

found no evidence of any misuse of materials provided. It was the scale of the 

Iraqi work, which had raised fears. In 1 ~78 the Baghdad government 

concluded a deal with Italy for a radio-chemistry laboratory capable of 

extracting plutonium and other fission products from the used fuel, while also 

providing purified enriched uranium for re-use, both products used to 

manufacture weapons. At the same time, the reactors from France had been 

ready and were awaiting delivery. 

By April 1979, Israeli having failed to gain international pressure to 

work, decided to take direct action. It indulged in all means to sabotage Iraqi 
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efforts to get the reactor from France, but. these efforts, also did not succeed. 

For the French, the deal was worth #700 million in 1975, which they wouldn't 

lightly discard. Israel made an abortive attack, after the Gulf war broke out, 

to end the Iraqi nuclear capacity once and for all. They used two Phantoms 

with Iranian markings 11 penetrated the Iraqi air defence by flying at 

minimum height, under the radar screen, to bomb the Osirak reactor - so 

named by the French, though the Iraqis called it Tammuz, after the ancient 

river god. The bombs little damage and merely alerted Iraqis to the need for 

additional defences around this important ~ite. The French and the Iraqis had 

ten months to improve the defences. But they seemed only to have taken 

particular precautions over small amount of fi~sionable material then on site, 

about two kilos. 

No doubt, the real strike came on 7 June 1981 12, when fifteen Israeli 

planes were used, and it was a success. According to the video pictures taken 

by the attack group, it destroyed the main part of the plant, the reactor itself 

and various other buildings. Fissionable matPrial was not damaged in the raid, 

as it was stored in a deep underground canal some way away in the 

11 

12 

ibid., p.181. 

Amos Perlmutter, Michael Hendel and Uri Bar-Joseph, Two Minutes 
Over Baghdad (London : Valentine, Mitchell and Co. Limited, 1982), 
p.l32. 
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subterranean link hetween the mam reactor and the second, smaller 

installation. 

Immediately after the raid there was a worldwide outcry at the Isareli 

action, an apparently unprovoked attack on a facility which Iraq said was for 

peaceful purposes, a claim supported by France and by the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Certainly a major public concern was that 

Israel should apparentlly have been ready to carry through an attack which 

could have released a radioactive cloud in a densely populated area of the 

countryside, and close to the capital with its population at that time of 3.5 

million inhabitants. Much of the carefully leaked information from Israel about 

Iraqi intentions was later found to be untrue. Although the then Soviet Union 

remained Iraq's main supplier13
, but estimates were that about a quarter of 

all arms imports to Iraq were from France, with a heavy emphasis on the most 

advanced and sophisticated weapons systems. 14 

By the time Iran had accepted Resolution 598, Iraq was thought to have 

imported $10 billion - worth of arms from the Soviet Union, $5 billion from 

13 

14 

Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation signed by Moscow and Baghdad 
in 1972. 

John Bulloch, n.lO, p.l88. 
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France, and another ~5 billion from various sources. For several years Iraq 

was spending fifty percent of its budget on arms imports, and was able to do 

so even when oil exports were severely disrupted in the first year of the war 

by its inability to export through the Gulf. 

The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute regularly noted 

about fifty countries which sold arms to hoth sides in the Gulf war. 15 

According to the International Institute for Strategic Studies, London in 1983, 

Israel sold more than $100 million worth of arms to Iran: Israel thus, did 

what the US could not do in helping Iran in its war efforts. 

At t.he same time the Iraqi President negotiated Iraq's entry into the 

nuclear field, another secret project was started to give the country the 

capacity to develop chemical weapons, but no real effort was made to do so 

until the war began. With no idea how to set about it, the Iraqis at first tried 

to buy 'off the peg' factories and plants ostensibly to produce pesticides which 

could be easily converted to produce gas. As a first step, chemists, chemical 

emgineers and nuclear scientists of the Arab origin were approached and 

offered remarkably attractive terms to work in Iraq - usually at double the 

salaries they were earning in the West along with other incentives. Many 

15 ibid. 
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were tempted and joined, and by the time they realized what they were doing 

it was too late to buck out. The result was that equipment bought mainly in 

Italy and West Germany, with vital components sent by air from Austria, was 

assembled in Iraq and produced at least three different kinds of gas. By end 

of the War Iraq had three plants producing chemical warfare products, one 

near Baghdad, one at Samarra and one in the Syrian desert at Rutbah, 

dangerourly near the Jordanian - Syrian borders and thus vulnerable to 

Israeli attack, but close to the sources of raw materials used. 16 

IRAQI-FRENCH CONNECTION 

France led the scramble of Western nations to secure oil supplies after 

the Yom Kippour or 1973 and agreed in 197!) to supply Iraq with two nuclear 

research reactors in a series of deals in which France was promised 

preferential access to Iraqi oil. The first French - built small reactor was 

activated in February 1980 at Al - Tawit, but it is the larger, a 70 mega watt 

reactor powered by enriched uranium, that could allow the Iraqis to develop 

nuclear weapons. The French had also agreed to supply 70 kilograms of 

16 John Bulloch, n.lO, p.194. 
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weapons-grade uranium (enriched to 9:3 percent) to run the large research 

reactor, which the Iraqis called Tammuz I (Osriak)Y 

According to Albert Wohlstetter, 

The highly enriched uranium which the French announced they 

will sell and deliver to Iraq for the purposes of nuclear 'research' 

has only the remotest application in t.he civilian economy of Iraq, 

but such concentrated fissile material is the most important and 

hardest to produce component of nuclear weapons and can be 

quickly incorporated in a weapon assembly. Highly enriched 

uranium makes feasible weapons of t.he simplest design - the gun 

as distinct from the implosion-type essential for plutonium. 18 

The French-Iraqi contract provided for international inspection. The 

French said that not enough enriched uranium would be sent to make 

weapons, and the International Atomic Energy Agency said the programme 

was under control. Both Israel and the United States had brought intense 

17 

18 

Ben L. Martin; 'Iraq's Nuclear Weapon's :A Prospectus' Middle East 
Review; Winter 1980-81, p.45. 

Albert Wohlstetter, "Half- Wars and Half- Policies in the Persian Gulf." 
In W.Scott Thompson (ed.) National Security in the 1980's : From 
Weakness to Strength (San Francisco Institute ofContemporary Studies 
1980), p.40. 
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pressure on France to avoid shipping the promised enriched uranium, and 

France tried to persuade Iraq to accept a newly developed substitute fuel 

"Caramel", which is only seven percent enriched and unstable for weapons 

purposes. 19 The Iraqis refused, and insisted that France fulfill its contract 

for delivery of enriched uranium even though the reactor was delayed two 

years by sabotage in France. Under the nuclear-cooperation agreement, Iraq 

reportedly promised to buy French arms and to ensure French its long-term 

supply of oil.20 

Iraq's governing elites have always believed that their country had 

great potential for development and political influence relative to other areas 

in Middle East. In earlier centuries this potential came from_ Iraq's renewable 

water resources and its strategic location; in this century it comes from 

another resource - oi I. 

19 Claudia Wright, "Iraq - New Power in Middle East", Forgign Affairs, 
· v.58. no.2, (Wintgr 1979/80), pp. 263-264. 

20 Ben L. Martin, n.17, p.46. 
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CHAPTER- 2 

IRAQ'S NUCLEAR PROGRAMME 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The Iraqi Atomic Energy Commission was established in 1956 under the 

direction of a respected physicist, Dr. Mohammed Kital. It had the modest 

objective of using the atom to serve medicine, agriculture and industry. A 

nuclear institute was opened shortly afterwards in Baghdad, with specialist 

sections in nuclear physics, chemistry, radioactive chemistry, biology and 

agriculture. The institute was later moved to a new site, Tuwaitha on the 

banks of Tigris. 1 In 1959, a year after the pro-western monarchy had been 

toppled in Baghdad, the first batch ofTuwaitha students was sent to the then 

Soviet Union for further training. In the same year, the Iraqi government 

issued Rule No. 45 establishing the Iraqi Nuclear Energy Committee. 

Iraq became a member of the International Atomic Energy Agency 

(IAEA) in 1959. On 29 October 1969 she signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty 

(NPT) and on 14 March 1972 ratified it. Iraq's interest in nuclear energy can 

thus be traced back to 1959, when an agreement was reached according to 

1 Al 'l'hawrah (Baghdad), 10 Feburary, 1975 in Shyam Bhatia, Nuclear 
Rivals in Middle East, (New York, H.outledge, 1988), p.74. 
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which the Soviet Union was to provide Iraq with a small nuclear research 

reactor. On 20 July Hl60, an agreement was· reached with the Russians 

concerning the building of a research reactor. In 1963 work started on the 

project in Tuwaitha, ahout 20 km south-east of Baghdad. The Tuwaitha Atomic 

Center had been built with Western funds, when Iraq was a member of the 

Baghdad pact. 2 

The Soviet reactor, an IRT-2000, wa:-o a smull research model, with a 

rated capacity of only two megawatts thermal [M':V (th)]. In addition, the 

Soviets constructed a small radioisotope laboratory. The reactor began 

operating in 1968; its output was upgraded t.o 5 MW (th) in 1978. The Soviets 

agreed to change the fuel of the reactor. Instead of 10 per cent enriched U235, 

it was operating on 80 per cent enriched uranium. The IRT -2000 has been 

used primarily for medical and other civilian research applications on a very 

small scale. 

2 
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Congressional Research Service, "Analysis of six issues ab-out Nuclear 
capabilities of India, Iran, Libya, Pakistan", (Washington : GPO, 
January 198~), p. 7 in Jed C. Snyder, "The road to Osirq : Baghdad's 
Quest for the Bomb", Middle East Journal, 1983, p.565. 
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ROAD TO OSIRAQ 

Due to Iraq's status as one of the biggest oil suppliers to the West, the 

Iraqi leaders presumed that they could have a good chance of acquiring 

installations and nuclear know-how from Western Europe. The Western 

European counteries, particularly France and Italy, were attractive potential 

suppliers to Iraq and because: Firstly, they were ready to supply Iraq with the 

equipment needed to reach a nuclear option. Secondly, their nuclear 

technology was far more advanced than that of the Soviets, especially in the 

field of manufacturing weapon-grade enriched uranium and plutonium. On 7 

April1975, a scientific conference was held in Baghdad. Besides Iraqi nuclear 

scientists, other Arabs as well as American and West European scientists took 

part. This particular event was certainly a breakthrough in Iraqi efforts to 

produce the bomb. The first connections between the head of the Italian 

nuclear fuel department ofCNEN (Italian Nuclear energy committee) and Iraqi 

scientists were forged. The French arms sales policy is known as 'Commercial 

Pragmatism'. The popularity of French arms evidently results from three key 

factors : First, the versatility and appeal of French weapons and designs; 
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secondly competitive prices and terms and "no-questions-asked" merchandizing; 

and thirdly French government policies which support the export programme.3 

With respect to the Middle East, arms exports have served as an 

effective instrument of policy with the complementary purposes of gaining 

economic concessions and ensuring access to oil supplies.There is also a close 

correlation between France's arms sales and its oil imports. France has to 

import over ninety eight percent of the oil which supplies approximately 

two-thirds of its energy needs.4 Almost Hi.:1 percent of oil is supplied by 

Iraq.5 It is precisely with Iraq that France has signed its largest contracts for 

arms since 19746
. In December 1974, Jacques Chirac, Prime Minister of 

France, travelled from Paris to Baghdad. The French were still reeling under 

the impact of the OPEC price hikes and the 1973 Arab oil boycott, and they 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Robert D. Heml. Jr. 'French Armaments Industry Now World's Third 
Largest," Armed Forces Journal November 1971, in Roger F. Pajak, 
"French and British Arms sales in the Middle East : A Policy 
Perspective" Middle Est Review Spring 1978, p.46. 

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, Quarterly Oil 
Statistics, Second Quarterly 1978 (Paris). 

Ibid. 

U.S Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations, "Prospects for Multilateral 
Arms Export Restraint, 96th Congress., 1st Session", 1979, p.ll in 
Edward A. Kolodziej, "France and the Arms Trade", International 
Affairs,London, vol.5, January 1980, p.63. 
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were madly scrambling to secure oil supplies and search out new markets for 

French Weapons and other high technology exports. Obviously nuclear sales 

was discussed between Chirac and Saddam Hussein. The French had 

competitors in Germany, Italy and Canada for Iraqi business. French nuclear 

officials knew that they would have to offer the Iraqis the best nuclear 

equipment that France could supply in order to get the lucrative contracts in 

the offing. 

In September 1975, Saddam Hussein, at that time Vice-President paid 

a visit to France. After prolonged discussions, a nuclear co-operation 

agreement between the two states was signed on 18 November 1975. Even 

before signing this agreement, the Iraqis were interested in French technology 

which could be used for military as well as civil purposes. They asked the 

French to supply them with a 500-megawatt electricity-powered gas graphite 

reactor, a natural uranium reactor like the one the French military had 

· specially developed to produce plutonium for their own independent nuclear 

arsenal. 7 This type of reactor had been built in France between 1959-72 and 

was used not only as a power station but also for plutonium production. 

Graphite reactors were built in the USA, UK and the USSR. Although they 

7 Amos Perlmutter, et. al., Two Minutes Over Baghdad, (London: 
Vallentine, Mitchell and Company Ltd., 1982), p.57. 
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were operated as power stations. Their main function was plutonium 

production. But by the end of the 1960s, better and much more efficient 

systems were found for electrogeneration. Most Western states stopped 

producing this type of reactor and when Iraq demanded a gas graphite reactor, 

it could be understood only if one took into consideration the fact that this 

reactor produces 40kg of military-grade plutonium per annum.8 

This was the reactor the Iraqis wanted and it would have been ideal for 

making the bomb. But the French scientists had their qualms about the deal. 

The official spokesmen of both the Foreign office and the. Atomic Energy 

Commission even went as far as to suggest that Chirac had agreed to the sale 

so readily out of technical ignorance. Later. f'rench diplomats and officials 

would tell time and again of their concern ahout nuclear proliferation that the 

reason the French did not sell the gas-graphite reactor was because they 

thought it would give the Iraqis the bomb. Later on during interviews9 with 

some of the people who had actually been involved in making the decisions 

about the sale, it was revealed that the question of nuclear proliferation really 

was not that important. The French concerns were far more prosaic and 

8 

9 

Ibid. 

Steve Wiesmann and Herbert Krosney, The Islamic Bomb, (New Delhi 
:Vision Books, 1983), pp.111-112. 
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reflected the kind of practical economic considerations that so often lie behind 

great political decisions. The French eventually rejected Saddam Hussein's 

request for a dual-purpose gas graphite reactor. Now the first big problem for 

Iraqi Nuclear programme was the building the reactor. The special team that 

ha~ built the gas-graphite reactor for the French military had long since been 

disbanded, and Framatome, the was big reactor company, busy constructing 

pressurized light-water power reactors under license from the American giant, 

Westinghouse. An Iraqi order for a single gas-graphite reactor would require 

Framatome to reassemble a new production team, and would disrupt the 

ongoing work. From Framatome's point it was hardly worth the effort, no 

matter how high the price tag. But Framatome was not the only one with its 

own reason to oppose selling Iraq a gas-graphite reactor. The state-owned 

Electricite de France (EDF) also opposed the sale. EDF had just emerged out 

of a long drawn-out fight with the Atomic Energy Commission over selecting 

a single kind of power reactor that could be built both for use at home and for 

export abroad. In this fight, EDF had opposed the gas-graphite reactor in 

favour of light-water reactors, and very often they saw the Atomic Energy 

Commission's eagerness to build one for Iraq as a way to bring it in through 

the back door. In the end, the French President Valery Giscard d'Estaing did 
. 

intervene, deciding between the two warring factions in favour of EDF. He 
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decided not to sell the Iraqis the reactor they wanted. And the French could 

claim they had acted out of concern for nuciL•ar nonproliferation. 10 

France depended heavily on Iraq for it:.; oiJ supplies, and the Iraqis were 

linking a permanent and reliable source of oil to the nuclear contract. 

According to Dr. Francis Perrin, one of the main reason why the French-Iraqi 

nuclear accords were never published was because this linkage was explicitly 

spelled out in the contract between the two countries. There were other deals 

pending, too, in areas ranging from military hardware to petrochemical plants 

to port development, and the French desperately wanted to keep their 

commercial and political relations with Iraq intact. 

"We knew very well that some of the Iraqis were interested in the 

military aspect, the military potential of the reactor they wanted to get", Yves 

Girard, an adviser on nuclear affairs to the French Department of Energy, 

later on a vice-president at the state-owned Technicatome told authors of a 

book in an admission startling for its candor. "But those were the Army 

people. You have to understand that in a country like Iraq, if you have a big 

budgetary expenditure, the Army has to approve it. That's the way it works". 

The French suggested that the Iraqis consider the purchase of an advanced 

10 Ibid. 
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research reactor, since it did have a plutonium-producing capacity and it would 

give Iraq the "nuclear option". 11 

On August 26, 1976, Iraq signed a contract worth more then one billion 

Francs with a consortium of French nuclear firms for the construction of two 

research reactors. The first and most important of these was a 

seventy-megawatt-thermal experimental reactor, one that was in most ways 

similar to the Osiris reactor at the Centre for Nuclear Research at Saclay,just 

outside of Paris. 12 

The second was a tiny BOO-kilowatt "critical assembly" of the Isis type, 

which had the same basis core as the longer reactor and could be used in 

training Iraqi technicians. It is well known that materials change their 

properties as a result of extended radiation. Therefore, it is necessary to study 

the results of radiation on the materials of a reactor's structure. The Osiris 

belongs to a group of reactors named 'Material Test Reactors' (MTR). 13 This 

type of reactor is designed exactly for the above-mentioned purpose. But Osiris 

did have one quality which made it suitable for Iraqi purposes. It was one of 

11 

12 

13 

Ibid., p.ll3. 

Ibid., p.114. 

Perlmutter, n. 7, p.58. 
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the best existing research reactors for the production of weapon-grade 

plutonium in substantial quantities. 

ITALIAN CONNECTION 

Earlier, on 15 January 1976, an agreement was signed between Italy 

and Iraq, by which the Italians agreed to supply the Iraqis with the 

equipment and technical know-how of a vast field of nuclear problems, 

including the recycling of nuclear fuel and a particular system for reprocessing 

radiated nuclear fuel. It is nothing else but another name for plutonium 

separation. While the French consortium was constructing the 17 Tammuz 

project, contract was signed between the Italian CNEN as well as the Italian 

firms, SNIA Techint and AMN and the Iraqi government. The name of the 

new project was'30 July.'14 For the Iraqis this was almost as_important as the 

Tammuz project. Some other Italian firms were involved into it as 

subcontractors. It included the following facilities: 

A Technological Hall for Chemical EnJ.,-rineering Research, described as 

a 'cold' facility for training in the cycling of spent fuels of a semi-industrial 

scale (i.e, 100- 200kg of uranium per day). It contained most components of 

a hot facility, as insisted on by the Iraqis who claimed they wanted this lab 

14 Ibi., p.59. 
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to be as close to a plutonium separation plant as possible. The 30 July project 

also allowed the Iraqis the option of a MTR production line which was the fuel 

used in the 'Tammuz' reactor. In order to run this facility, the Iraqi purchased 

from Italy 6 tons of low-grade uranium, 4 tons of natural uranium and 2 tons 

of 2.7 percent enriched uranium. 15 

The first twelve kilograms of 93 per cent enriched uranium was shipped 

from France by the end of 1980. Altogether Iraq was to receive from France 

about 80 kg of this type of reactor fuel to operate its Tammuz I and Tammuz 

II research reactors in instalments. Thus, in the long run Saddam Hussein 

and his colleagues in the Baathist party could expect both projects-the 

French-made 17 Tammuz and Italian-made 30 July-to be operating by the end 

of 1981. The combination of both could give them a plutonium cycle 

immediately. Thus, the Iraqi scientists assured their leader that with facilities 

acquired from Frann•, Italy and other state, they would be able to manufacture 

the bomb independently and that the substitution of a les~ highly enriched 

fuel like the French-made 'Caramel' which was being offered due to American 

pressures on France - would not substantiall.v alter the quantity of plutonium 

which could be produced in the Tuwaitha pnuect. 16 

15 

16 

Ibid, p.59. 

Ibid., p.61. 
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A number of essential auxiliary installations were needed to produce the 

plutonium. All of them required auxiliary installations which were designed 

and erected by well known I tali an and French companie.s. The increased 

capacity of the Iraqi installations could in the future enable Iraq to produce 

even more than 7-10 kg of plutonium per annum. Iraq acquired a 

semi-industrial installation for the production of PWR fuel from which 

uranium oxide pellets could be developed to manufacture suitable fuel for 

irradiation in the Osiraq reactor. This installation, known as a fuel fabrication 

laboratory could process 25 tons of uranium per annum. Although for the 

foreseeable future Iraq could have no possible use for the products of this 

installation, the scicnti!-'ts went on to explain that these products would also 

be irradiated in the reactor to produce plutonium. They reminded Hussein 

that Iraq had acquired hundreds oftons of uranium ores from Portugal, Niger 

and Italy. These acquisition would ensure several year's supply of raw 

materials for the production installation. 17 The second phase, after the 

irradiatiOtl'ofthe uranium and the production ufplutonium, is the separation 

process. This is a chemical process in which large quantities of highly 

radioactive substances are dissolved and plutonium is extracted from uranium 

and fissile materials. To use plutonium for a second time it must be separated 

from the fissile materials and reprocessed separately. After plutonium is 

17 Ibid.,p.62. 
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separated and transmitted into metallic form, it can then be turned into the 

form required for weapons, in small metallurgic installations contained in 

glove boxes. 18 

In order to master the plutonium separation process, Iraq acquired a 

small 'hot lab' which permitted the separation of small quantities (several 

grams) of plutonium. This laboratory enabled Iraqi scientist and technicians 

to learn separation techniques and the handling of highly radioactive 

material. But Iraq was supplied by the Italians with a large.scale separation 

laboratory capable of reporting uranium targets at the rate of 25 tons per 

annum. The problem with this installation was that it was designed without 

biological shielding, and some of the tanks contained in it could not withstand 

high irradiation. The Italians were not ready to supply Iraq directly with a 

separation plant which would allow the Iraqis to operate this separation 

process plant the minute they had enough materials to make it feasible. In 

order not to break the IAEA regulations, I t.uly supplied Iraq with an 

installation labelled as a 'demonstration' or 'training' facility to study the 

techniques of plutonium separation. Though both Italian and Iraqi scientists 

knew that Iraq could overcome this obstacle in two different ways. Firstly, 

the biological shiL•Iding could be installed in t.he lab and a number of the. 

18 Ibid. 
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tanks could be replaced, thereby converting this (ucility into a fully operative 

'hot' facility. Secondly, the Iraqis were fully capahle of making an exact copy 

of the facility with all the equipment needed for a 'hot' at another site. The 

scientists concluded that though this was the most normal or regular way to 

reach the bomh, nt lll'r channels were also open lo them. 19 The first was the 

easiest from the l.eehnnlngical point of view. As already noted the full load of 

each Osiraq reactor is 12kg of93 percent enriched uranium 235 which is fully 

weapon grade. Under normal work conditions the Tammuz I reactor requires 

approximately thrt.•c such fuel loads each year. While for the Tammuz II 

reactor one such fuel load IS sufficient for several years. Thus the fuel 

required for both reactors IS approximately fifiy kilograms of enriched 

uranium per annum. This weapon-grade quantity is sufficient lo produce at 

least two relatively simple U-235 bombs. The agreement signed between the 

Iraqi government and France mentioned a quantity of eighty kilograms of this 

93 per cent weaptm·J,!rade uranium sufficient. to produce at least four U-235 

bombs. Ti1is certainly was the easiest way f,,r the Iraqis to produce the 

fissionable material~ needed for a U-235 bumh. But with lhe agreements they 

had with Brazil which were to supply the Iraqi nuclear project with the 

facilities and technological information required for uranium enrichment, the 

19 Ibid., p.63. 
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Iraqi scientists knew that within another lew years they might have a third 

route to produce the homb.20 

SABOTAGE IN FRANCE 

Although in the summer of 1980 the Iraqis were ahead in their nuclear 

programmes, they had to cope with many difficulties and delays since the 

project had begun in 1975. The basic agreement signed b.etween Iraq and 

France concerning the setting up of the 17 Tammuz project had been attacked 

on three fronts : J<~irst. there was internal dissension in France. Immediately 

after the signing of t.he deal, Andre Giraud, head of the French Nuclear 

Energy Committee, protested that it might allow Iraq to join the exclusive 

nuclear club. An official of the Quai d' Orsay also protested against the deal, 

claiming that it might lead to similar agreements with other Arab States 

including Libya. A nuclear West Asia, could he as dangerous to France as to 

Israel.21 

In 1976, .Jacques Chirac, the then French Premier had his own view of 

the deal. He perceived Iraq as the future leading Arab state and as France's 

most important oil supplier. Although, the French Premier could ignore the 

20 

21 

Perlmutter, n.7, p.63. 
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view of professional oflicials, he could not ignore the American protest. The 

United States had the power to influence French behaviour, since it supplied 

France with most of the enriched uranium needed for the operation of the 

Osiris-type reactors. It certainly appear:-; that the US administration 

threatened France with an embargo on American enriched uranium 

transferred to Iraq, but that the French f(llmd an effective way to overcome 

this obstacle : they decided to supply Iraq with the weapon-grade uranium 

from France's own military strategic stocks. 22 

French President Giscard d' Estaing took personal control over the 

subject of the French assistance to Iraq, in order to avoid any more pressure 

and delays in the project. Israel had been worried by the French-Iraqi 

negotiations, and si nee the deal had been signed, the Israeli ambassador to 

France demandl'd t•xplanutions from the l''rance government. In December 

1976 another event that showed how serious t.he Iraqis were in obtaining a 

nuclear option via t.he 17 Tammuz projt•t·l t.<KJk place. The then American 

Secretary of State, llenr_v Kissinger pressed t.he Western powers to hold a 

meeting in London to discuss increasing nuclear proliferation in the Third 

World. The conference, which was set up by the most advanced Western 

powers included Britain, f<"'runce, then West (;crmuny, Italy, Canada, .Japan 

22 Perlmutter, n.7, p.68. 
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and USA and all of them agreed that tougher restrictions than those of the 

IAEA is needed to he imposed against nuclear co-operation with Third World 

states, France wai-\ obliged to sign the general agreement. But strangely 

enough, France did not. say a world concerning the Iraqi project and the 

Americans also kept quite.23 

BOMBING OF OSI RAQ 

For many month~-\ the Israeli press had kept relatively quiet about the 
• 

Iraqi project, although it was perhaps feared to be the most dangerous threat 

ever to the existence of the Jewish State. But suddenly in the middle of July 

1980, the entire Israeli press and television hegan discussing the Iraqi project 

and the en-operation het ween Iraq, France and Italy. The then Israeli chief of 

staff, Refael Eitan, when questioned on the Israeli television, he was asked 

what he though about Iraqi efforts concerning the bomb. He gave a long 

answer: 

'If the Iraqi~-\ gt>t. t.he homb, it will be as though all the countries in this 

region are hanging rrom a light sewing thread, high above. Any attempt tow 

use the nuclear bomh will lead immediately to t.he tearing of that thread and 

the crashing of t.he states'.24 

23 I hid. 

24 Perlmutter, n.7. p.74. 
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In the many art.iclt.•s published both in Israel and in foreign papers one 

warning constantly recurred : the Iraqi pr<~it.•t·t at AI Tuwaitha was a matter 

of life and death, and Israel would do her hest to prevent the spread of 

nuclear devices ovt•r the /\rah world. In tht• summer of 19Rn Israel gave a 

public declaration of' i nt.entions, although it was not an official one. It had 

given a silent warning that if she considered Iraq close to reaching the bomb, 

she might use a preemptive strike on Iraq's nuclear facility. 25 This 

assumption was ha:-.t•d on an interview givt.'tl to the magazine by Shamir, the 

then Israeli Minister of' f,oreign Affairs, ''l'he Iraqi nuclear reactor,' he said, 

'may ignite the conflict in this region and cancel the efforts to reach peace'. 

Warned the nuclear expert of Israel, the out.spoken Prof. Yuval Ne'eman. 

"They have everything else at their fingertips." They could U!"e the uranium 

directly or they could use it in the reactor to irradiate natural uranium and 

produce plutonium. t ht•.v could then extract in the chemicallahoratories they 

•)6 
were getting from Italy.-

25 Time, 11 August 1 !180. 

26 JERUSALEM POST, July 17, 1980 in Wiessman., n.9, p.286. 
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Edward Luttwak, a Washington based defense analyst nearly a year 

before the actual hombing raid said that Israelis wouldn't allow Iraq to have 

the bomb.2; 

The gulf war left its mark on Saddam Hussein's nuclear ambitions. On 

the ninth day of the war, September 30, 1980, in the early hours of the 

afternoon, two Israeli F -4 Phantom jets with Iranian markings, armoured with 

rockets and guns, flew low towards AI Tuwaitha which is just 20 km south

east of Baghdad. They shot their rockets and rest of their ammunition without 

even a second round of strafing, and disappeared within seconds. The Iraqis 

did not even have time to react. No anti-aircraft missile was launched and the 

ZSU-23-4 anti-aircraft guns were kept silent. According to French engineers, 

the physical damage was less serious than many press reports suggested. Only 

one of the Rockets exploded, damaging the reactor dome and the cooling 

system. This set hack the start-up of the Osiraq reactor which had been 

expected by Decem her I !-J80. 

The new situat.ion had so~e advantages for the Iraqis,. they had already 

operated the small Tammuz II Reactor with the first load of 12 Kg enriched 

uranium. They remm·Prllhe rest of the fuel from the reactor, since only a small 

27 lbid.,p.287. 
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portion was used and kept it in a safe place.28 Although Iraq had commited 

herself to French as well IAEA inspection, she refused any such inspection 

then claiming that the war with Iran had created a new situation. It indicated 

to the Iraqis that even their most sensitive project was open to air strike. It is 

then the Iraqis began playing particular attention to the anti-aircraft defence 

system of the whole project. In October 1980 Thompson CSF Industries in 

France signed a $900 million deal with Iraq by which the French company was 

to set up an electronics industry based at Samara, with intitial manufacturing 

of radio and radar instrumentation for military purposes. By the terms of 

another deal, for $800 million, France was to supply Iraq with Magique R-550 

air-to-air missiles, Exocet missiles and Crotale or Shain surface-to-air missiles. 

In January 1981 another deal was signed with Thompson CSF, by which the 

French consortium was to supply Iraq with special surface to air missiles as 

well as radar systems which were particularly efficient against American-made 

electronic systems. 29 

28 

29 

Ibid., p. 79. 
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OPERATION BABYLON 

The codename was 'Operation Babylon'30
, a 'two minute Entebbe-style 

raid' - a surgical attuck against the Iraqi Tammuz17 70 megawatt nuclear 

reactor, located in the nuclear research centre ut Tuwaitha, 20km south-east 

of Baghdad. The two minute raid on Tammuz was the culmination of a long 

and hard planning und preparation proce:o;:-; of Israeli Air Force. 

After the Israeli military Intelligence und Mossad received alarming 

information during the spring and summer of 1980 concerning the rapid 

progress made by the Iraqis with the aid of the French and Italians in the 

work of their nucleur 'research' programme. The Israeli government prepared 

for some pre-emptive action to destroy Iraqi nuclear. capability and 

subsequently Osiruq was destroyed. 31 

The consequence was swift to come, Israel was outlawed by the IAEA 

and condemned by the UN general Assemhly. Israel failed to explain why she 

had needed to do it. The raid on the Tammuz project surprised the whole 

world. It surprised the Americans as well as the Europeans, China and even 

30 

31 

Ibid., p. 79. 

Israeli militury intelligence is the largest intelligence organisation in 
Israel. It is responsible for national intelligence estimate concerning 
Israel's long-runge national security in Perlmutter., n_.7, p.91. 
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Israelis themselves. But most of all it shocked the Arab world and the Iraqi 

regime. Although for more than two years the Iraqis were well aware that a 

secret war was being fought against their most ambitious project, and even 

after the first IRraeli air attack in September 1980, the Iraqi defence system 

as well as the political leadership were still shocked by the Israeli raid. 32 

Thus, first gulf war Oraq-lran(198q-1988)) left its mark on Saddam Hussein's 

nuclear ambitions. Nuclear proliferation was in the news, as the entire world 

debated the rights and wrongs oflsrael's "nuclear Entebbe". However much we 

might fear the spread of nuclear weapons, especially in the explosive Middle 

East. 

From all the evidence, the Iraqis were moving toward nuclear explosives, 

using their Osiraq reactor, their Italian labs, and their otherwise unexplained 

purchases of natural and depleted uranium to produce weapons-usable 

plutonium. But they were still several years away from having even their first 

nuclear weapon. The threat was not immediate. The Israelis had time to wait, 

time to give t.hc lll'W f<'rench President, Francois Mitterrand, at least a few 

months or even a yeur to close the loophole:-; in the Iraqi nuclear contracts. 

32 Ibid., p.l51. 
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For all the fact that the raid elevated the world's fear of nuclear conflict, 

paradoxically it had salutary consquences. It dramatized the lack of concern

and therefore the flagrant irresponsibility - of the Western supplier nations, 

whose help is essential for any Third World country to make the bomb. It 

challenged the international community and, more specifically, the 

International Atomic Energy Agency and its system of "safeguarding" the 

spread of nuclear technology to ensure its peaceful uses. 

POST- OSIRAQ PHASE (1982 -1990) 

The Israeli destruction of the Iraqi nuclear reactor had certainly delayed 

the Iraqi acquisition of nuclear weapons by Iraq. 

During early I HHOs, Iraq launched an aggressive diplomatic campaign 

against Israel in the United Nations and the IAEA, seeking to impose 

sanctions against .Jerusalem for its refusal to rule out future military action 

against nuclear installations in the Middle l•;ast. In Iraq 1982 IAEA General 

Conference, at I ru4i I nst.igation, which refused to accept Israel's credentials, 

the United States temporarily withdrew frotn the agency. This precipitated a 

crisis that was not finally resolved until the 1985 General Conference when 

Israel assured t.hut it would not, "attack or threaten to attack any nuclear 
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facilities devoted to pt•aceful purposes either in the Middle East or any where 

else" it was accPph·d as a basis for its coni i11111'd participation.33 

Through a ~ .. riP:-o or interim measun•:-o at. the l ~H3 and 1984 General 

conference of IAEA, u final decision on sanl'l.ions against Israel had been 

postponed to succePdi ng years, enabling the lIS to return as a full participant 

in the IAEA activitiP:-o in mid- 1985. Anti-Israeli measures were no more 

successful in 198h uud l!tH7 sessions. After Osiru4 was destroyed, it appears 

that the Hussein gm·Prllment pursued a separate t.rack for obtaining a nuclear 

weapons capability. 

AccordinJ,! to "'·idence obtained in a I~•H-1 Italian Prosecution, senior 

Iraqi military fiJ,!ttrPs Pxpressed interest in obtaining 74.6 pounds (33.9 Kg) of 

Plutonium- enough litr M•veral weapons- fro111 an Italian arms smuggling ring 

purporting to have sut'h material for sale. :q The deal fell through when , after 

a third meeting in Hu..,•hdad, the smugglers were unable to produce samples of 

the nuclear mutt•riul . It is certain that tht' plutonium offer was a hoax, 

possibly intended ~~~ u ploy for the sales of' t·onvt•nt.ional arms. The episode 

33 Leonard Spt't·tur, The New Nuclear Nations, (New York: Vintage Books, 
1985), pp. )1;~.J-1t). 

Ibid., ppA-1-!"•-1. 
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suggests that through t.he mid- 82, when negol iat.iom; on the matter ended, at 

least some in the lruqi government remained interested in nuclear arming. 

By early I ~l~!-1. it appeared that as part of this overall trend, Iraq had 

revitalized its dl'ort.s to acquire nuclear ;,rnls. In a testimony before a 

Congressional < :ommitt.ee in February HJ,'-'!', Director of Naval Intelligence 

Rear Admiral Thomu:-; 1\. Brooks declan·d that Baghdad was "actively 

pursuing" a nuclear weapons programme, though he provided no details. 35 

Inspite of Sl'\'t>rul attempts by Iraqis to ohtain either from America or 

Europe, material:-; n•quired for building an uranium enrichment plant 

(weapons-grade), Iraq was not known to have hegun construction of uranium 

enrichment plant., 11111 il late 1989. 

According In Wt'!--lern intelligence sour~·t'!--: 11 ; in 1990, Saddam Hussein 

got seriou"' ahoul lwqlliring technology and t•quipment. for nuclear weapons in 

1987. Iraq had mon· I hun one path to po:-;-.,•-.!--ing nuclear weapons. The first 

35 

36 

SubcommittPt•on Seapower, Strategic and Critical Materials, Committee 
on Armed St•n·icPs, US House of Repn•sentatives, 101st Cong., 1st Sers 
Feb 22, 1 ~)8~11 mimt•o) in Leonard Spector with ,Jacqueline Smith, Nuclear 
Ambitions · Tlw Spread of Nuclear Weapons 1989-90, (Bouldere : 
Westeview ,.,., ....... ), p.:~75. 

Spector, n.:-n. PJI.-11 1-41. 
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1987. Iraq had more than one path to possessing nuclear weapons. The first 

method was to seize the small amount of highly enriched urani urn in its 

possession, which was under international inspection, and fabricate it into a 

single nuclear weapon. Another was to acquire more fissile matter 

clandestinely from other nations. The surest route to nuclear arsenal, however, 

depended on developing the indigenous capability to produce nuclear explosive 

material and fabricate it into deliverable nuclear weapons. Iraq appeared 

committed to do this, even though it signed the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 

Treaty. 

Two different organisations were involved in the procurement and 

development tasks for this clandestine nuclear programme. The first, AI Qaqaa 

Etate Establishment, located in Iskandariya near Baghdad, was thought to be 

in charge of developing the non-nuclear components for a nuclear weapon. The 

second, Nassr State Enterprise in Taji, also near Baghdad, was said to be 

responsible for Iraq's uranium enrichment effort. 37 Independently of these 

organisations, a Baghdad organisation Industrial Project Company (IPC) 

agents in Europe actively sought weapon and uranium enrichment technology 

and equipment as well. 

37 David Albright and Mark Hibbs, "Iraq and the bomb: were they even 
close?'', Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, (Chicago), vol.47, no.2, March 1991, p.l7. 
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WORKABLE WEAPON 

The biggest immediate concern was that Iraq would construct one 

nuclear explosive out of a small amount of highly enriched uranium which 

remained in its civilian nuclear programme. This material was committed to 

peaceful uses and inspected every six months by the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (IAEA), which was last checked in November 1990 and found 

material intact. But the possibility existed that Iraq would snatch the material 

between inspections and use it in a bomb.38 

Design and Development 

Many aspects of the design and development of an implosion fission 

device present special problems : Fissile material : Iraq might not have enough 

highly enriched uranium for a "crude" nuclear device, one containing just 

slightly less fissile material than necessary to achieve criticality when the 

device is assembled. 

To make a crude implosion device using weapon grade uramum 

(enriched to over 90 percent uranium 235), one would have to start out with 

at least 15 kilograms. A little fissile material would be lost in processing-under 

many circumstances could reach 10-20 percent. But Iraq had only 12.3 

38 Ibid., p.l8. 
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Kilograms of 93 percent enriched uranium, some of which might fuel the 

Tammuz II research reactor at Tuwaitha Nuclear Research Center near 

Baghdad.39 

Iraq also has about 10 kilograms of 80 percent enriched uranium at the 

5 megawatt IRT-5000 reactor supplied by the ex-Soviet Union. Up to two

thirds of the enriched uranium has been irradiated in the reactor and would 

require remotely operated chemical processing to extract the highly enriched 

uranium, a step that would have been difficult for Iraq to accomplish quickly, 

even before the bombing of Tuwaitha. The unirradiated highly enriched 

uranium, however, could be added to the 93 percent material, possibly 

providing Iraq with just enough material for a crude bomb. 

According to Theodore Taylor, a former nuclear weapon designer: "The 

minimum amount of material necessary to make a militarily significant bomb 

is in principle unanswerable. But in practice, there are well-defined quantities 

of nuclear material that have been used in various devices, but these 

quantities are secret."40 

39 

40 

Ibid., p.l8. 

Ibid., p.l9. 
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Building a more sophisticated design places a premium on acquiring 

advanced electronic and high-explosive capabilities from industralized nations, 

which Iraq was aggressively pursuing. In the last five years the U.S. 

government approved the sale to Iraq of 1.5 billion worth of computers, 

electronic equipment, and machine tools which could be used in its nuclear, 

chemical, and ballistic missile programmes.41 In March 1990, Iraq was 

caught trying to smuggle military-standard and specification detonation 

capacitors from CSI Technologies of San Murcos, California. The capacitor's 

many applications include nuclear weapons as well as conventional warheads 

and military laser systems.42 In 1H89, Iraq was able to buy about 150 lower 

quality capacitors from Maxwell. Electronics, a California-based frrm. The head 

of the company speculated that Iraq may have upgraded these capacitors. 

William Higginbotham, who headed the electronics bTI"oup at Los Alamos during 

the Manhattan Project, thinks it is possible in producing capacitors. But he 

believes that Iraq could easily have taken six months or longer to make them, 

even if they had blueprints. Because the status of Iraq's programme to design 

41 

42 

Stauart Auerbach, "American Sales to Iraq totaled $5 billion", 
Washington Post, November 1990, p.t·l in Albright, n.39, p.19. 

U.S. Customs Service, "News : Customs Uncovers Illegal Scheme to 
Export Nuclear Devices to Iraq", news release, March 29, 1990 in 
Albright, n.39, p.l9. 
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and make nuclear explosives is not well known, speculation ranges widely on 

how long it would take Iraq to make a single weapon.43 

Direct confirmution of the relevant activities is lacking, as is information 

about all the types of helpful equipment and technology Iraq obtained before 

the embargo. 

In a National Intelligence Estimate completed in fall of 1990, the U.S. 

intelligence community estimated that Iraq could build a nuclear explosive 

device in "six months to a year, and prohubly longer".44 This estimate 

assumed that Iraq would mount a crash proJ,.,'rumme to build an explosive out 

of its safeguarded material, and that it possessed advanced bomb-making 

technology. 

A recent Germnn intelligence assessment concluded that Iraq would 

need considerable hl•lp from abroad to complete a successful nuclear weapons 

programme. The m•l"el"sment further poinh .. -'CI out, that there were no 

43 

44 

Ibid., p.20. 

Michael Wines "Hard Data Lacking on Iraqi Threat"? New York Times, 
Nov. 30, 1990 in Albright, n.39, p.21. 
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indications of direct foreign assistance to Iraq in the development of nuclear 

weapons.45 

ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME 

For several years Iraq had been pursuing the development of gas 

centrifuges, which uses rapidly spinning rotors to separate the more desirable 

U235 isotope from the more plentiful U238 isotope. Any country intent on 

mastering the gas centrifuge process must go through several time-consuming 

steps before it can expectt to build a pilot plant containing a few thousand 

relatively unsophisticated machines.46 

Bruno Stemmler, a former centrifuge expert at the German firm MAN 

Technologies GmbH, met secretly with Iraqi centrifuge design engineers in 

1988. He said in a December 1990 interview47 that Iraq appeared to be at an 

early stage in the development of the centrifuge itself. He described a visit to 

a secret laboratory on the south east edge of Baghdad, still under construction, 

in which he was shown a bench centrifuge apparatus, or a "test stand". 

45 

46 

47 

Albright, n.39, p.21. 

Ibid., p.22. 

Ibid., p.23. 
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Stemmler said he helped Iraqi experts solve problems in the test stand's 

vacuum system. He concluded that the test stand could only be used for 

elementary mechanical tests of the rotor. Certain evidence makes it clear that 

Iraq tried, with limited success, to acquire technologies and components for the 

entire enrichment programme, including manufacture of centrifuges.48 Iraq 

also was given blueprints for several German centrifuge designs. Stemmler 

said that Iraqi engineers showed him designs for the G1 -type centrifuges, 

which Germans developed in the 1960's and early 1970's, with a separative 

capacity of less than two separative work units. 

According to an U.S. nuclear proliferation expert the order was not filled 

before an U.N. embargo started. There were false claims in the London 

Times49 16 December that Iraq had s cascade operating at Tuwaitha, the 

location of Iraq's known nuclear facilities, which are inspected by the IAEA. 

Iraq submitted to the U.N. Security Council on 7 July, 1991, a 30 page 

doccunt50 about its nuclear programme and said that it didnot violate the 

48 

49 
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Ibid., p.24. 

Ibid, p.25. 

David Albritht and Mark Hibbs, "Iraq's Nuclear Hide and - Seek 
"Bulletin of At<!,!nic Scientyists, (Chicago), vol.47, no.7, September 1991, 
p.15. 
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NPT since the prohJTumme was for cilivian pusposed. But the report 

acknowldeged that I ruq had seretey produce oxde and had enriched some 

uraniuam NPT signatory states which do not have nuclear weapons (Iraq is 

in this category) are required to report such muterials to the IAEA. The IAEA 

Board of Governors voted on July 18 to condemn Iraq for violating the NPT 

and safetuards agreement with agency. I•'urther, the report included vague 

descriptions of Iraq's nuclear activities and lists of equipment and 

components. US government asked for more clarification and the Iraqi officials 

provided it. More disclosures were expected hefore July 25, 1991, the deadline 

put up by UN Resolution 687. Post-Osiraq phase (1982-90) oflraq showed that, 

Iraq was pursuing its nuclear programme through overt and covert means, as 

some confirmed and unconfirmed reports suggest. Destruction of Osiraq in 

1981, along with the Iran-Iraq war during 1980-88, drained Iraq's resources 

and had considerahly affected its nuclear probrrammes. Imspite of all this 

setbacks, Iraq still pursued its nuclear option. 



CHAPTER III 

POST- GULF WAR INSPECTIONS 

UN Security Council Resolution 6871 signified the conclusion of the Gulf 

war. It established the UN Special Commission (UNSCOM)2 and empowered 

it to carry out on-site inspection of Iraq's Biological, Chemical, Nuclear and 

Missile capabilities and to provide for their elimination. Two plans, one for 

nuclear weapons and one for non-nuclear weapons, were provided for future 

monitoring and verification. So that Iraq does not use, develop, construct or 

reacquire any items specified for elimination. UNSCOM is responsible for 

chemical and biological, weapons and ballistic missiles while the IAEA has 

primary responsibility for Iraq's nuclear capability with the assistance and 

cooperation ofUNSCOM. The inspection teams are to have unrestricted access, 

and Iraq is required to disclose all information about its programmes to 

develop weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles. Iraq has not fully 

complied with these provisions and it has not been possible to acquire full 

knowledge of the weapon programmes. UNHCOM is therefore continuing its 

investigation and expanding its information gathering capability. Only when 

UNSCOM can adequately assess Iraqi compliance with resolution 687 and 

• 1 

2 

S!RES/687 (1991) 

Ekeus, Rolf, "The United Nations Special Commission on Iraq", SIPRI 
Year Bookl992: World Armaments and Disarmament, (Oxford 
University Press, London), pp.509-30. 
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related resolutions could the embargo imposed by the UN Security Council on 

Iraq be lifted. 

On 6 April 1991,3 when Iraq notified the Secretary-General and the 

Security Council of its official acceptance of the provisions of the resolution, a 

formal ceasefire took effect between Iraq and Kuwait and the UN member 

states co-operating with Kuwait in the multinational coalition force. 

Part C of the UN Resolution 687 (paragraph 7-14) addresses Iraq's 

weapons of mass destruction : their declaration, identification, location and 

disposal and the establishment of a monitoring system to ensure that they not 

be reintroduced to lruq, either internally. or from abroad. Resolution 687 

required Iraq to dedure the location, amount. und type of all items specified 

under pa1agraphs R und 12 within 15 days of adoption of the resolution. The 

items thus to be eliminated are all of Iraq's chemical weapons (CW), biological 

weapons (BW), stocks of agents, related subsystems and components, and all 

research, development, support and manufacturing facilities. Also included are 

all ballistic missiles with a range greater than 150 km and related major parts, 

as well as repair and production facilities. Disposal is to be carried out under 

3 S/22456 and S/22480 containing letters to UN Secretary-General and 
President of t.he Security Council. 
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international supervision through destruction, rendering harmless or removal 

of the proscribed items. As regards Iraq'!-> nuclear capability, the cease-fire 

resolution provides that nuclear weapons,' nuclear-weapC'ns-usable material', 

any subsystems or components and ~-llY research development. support and 

manufacturing facilities relatec·. to nuclear weapons and 'nuchar-weapons

usable material' shal1 he sub:]ect to destruction, removal or render;mg hi:1r:lless. 

The provi'":.-ons in part C of the re:olution are linked t'.:l the economic 

sanctions ar,ainst lruq which are outlined in paragraph 21 and 22, and the 

Security r...:ouncil will muke its decision to lift its embargo "s- gainst the import 

of corr.tmotiities and products originating in Iraq and the 1irohibitions against 

fipancial transactions related thereto contained in Resol .1tion 6614 dependent 

upon Iraq's completion of the actions defined in part ; of Resolution 687. 

The resolution provides for two plans, one fo~· nuclear weapons and one 

for non-nuclear weupons, for future monitoring a; !d verification that Iraq does 

not use, develop, construct or acquire anew any 1 terns specified for elimination. 

On 11 October, 1991, the Security Council ac.opted Resolution 715 which 

approved two plun!' f{,r compliance monitoring : one for non-nuclear items 

4 UNSC documlmt S/RES/661 (1990), o Muy 1990. 
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submitted by the t IN Secretary - General and one for nuclear items submitted 

by the Director-Geru•rul of the International Atomic ..:nergy Agency (IAEA).5 

FUNCTIONAL Of{<;ANIZATION OF UNSC( >M 

The United Nut.ions Special Commission on Iraq (UNSCOM) ·vas 

established in early Muy 1991 in accordanc .. wit.h paragraph 9(6) ofResolt ~ion 

687 to carry out imnwdiute on-site inspection of Iraq's hiological, chemical and 

missile capabilities, to provide for the elirninution of these capabilities and to 

perform other fund ion~ assigned to it in Purl C of the resolution. 6 With the 

assistance and co-opt!rnt.ion of UNSCOM, the Director-General of the IAEA 

was requested to curry out the corresponding tusks regarding Iraq' nuclear 

capability. 

After extensive negotiations, an agrePnHmt was concluded on 14 May 

1991 with the government of Iraq concerning the status, privileges and 

immunities of hut h l JNSCOM and t.lu• IAI•:A. These provisions are 

recapitulated, elaboruted upon and reinforn•cl in the UNSCOM plan for future 

5 

6 

United Nut ion SPcurity Council Document S/RES/715(1991), 11 October 
1991. 

United Nation Security Council S/22614, 19 May 1991. 
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monitoring and verification of Iraq's compli.mce with Part C of Resolution 

687.7 An agreement hul" ulso been concludl'd with t.he Government of Bahrain 

about the field office ut. Manama. 

The Special Commission, which is u suhsidiary organ of the Security 

Council, consists of 21 individuals appointed hy the Secretary-General, each of 

a different natwnulit.y und drawn from all regions of the world, who are 

experts in nuclear, chemical and biological weapon~" und ballistic missiles. The 

Executive Chairman and Deputy Executive Chuirmun are vested with the 

responsibility for din.•cting the operations of UNSCOM. They are assiRted by 

a secretariat with head-quarters in New Yurk, a field operations office in 

Bahrain and u support oflice in Baghdad. lu addition to the executive office, 

the New York huml quurlers include an lnlormution Assessment Unit and an 

Operational Planning und Operations Unit. 

The UNHC( >M members are orguniwd in four groups - nuclear, 

chemical/biologicul, hullistic missiles and future compliance monitoring- which 

meet regularly to u,..,....,..,.. progress and to assist the l<~xecutive Chairman in the 

planning of activit i""'· A Destruction Advisory Punel was al.so established to 

7 United Nut 11111 Security Couut·il Document S/22871/Rev.l,2 
October, 1 ~~~ I 
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deal with invm;tigation und recommendut io11 of dm;truction undertakings as 

outlined in Resolution nH7. 

UNSCOM huN ul its disposal advanced t·ommunication systems such as 

satellite and glohul-po!oiit.ioning system units. The Special Commission is also 

able to gather informut.ion about sites it deems of interest through high-

altitude aerial surve.vs of Iraq by a U-2 reconnaissance aircraft with crew and 

support personru•l provided by the US. Fr"lll un airbase in Baghdad, the 

Special Comrnisl'iion opt•rutes its own heli<'oJ•Itors service for transportation of 

its inspection tmun"' und f(,r close -range surveillance of designated targets. 

The nuclear und non-nuclear sites to he inspected are those which were 

declared by lraq8 undt•r the provisions ofparu"'ruphs 8,12 and 13 ofresolution 

687 and additional locations which have been designated by UNSCOM for 

inspection purpose:-;. 'l'tll' UNSCOM and lARA inspection teams are allowed 

unconditional and unrestricted access to uny and all .areas, facilities, 

equipment, records und means oftransport. fruq is also required to provide full 

and complete disdm•llrt' of all aspects of its pro"'rummes to develop weapons 

of mass destruction unci hullistic missiles. No rrwvement or destruction by Iraq 

8 Rolf Ekeus, "The United Nations Speciul Commission on Iraq", SIPRI 
Year Book 1 ~~~~. (Oxford University Press, London), p.511. 
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of material or equipment relating to the weapon categories under the 

resolution is suppol'led to take place without notificution to and prior consent 

of the Special Commil'll'lion. Furthermore, H.el'lolution 687 provides for the 

halting of all nuclear activities of any kind except for the use of isotopes for 

limited purposes. 

Thu Security Council explicitly allowPd l INSCOM and the IAEA to 

conduct flights throu~hout. Iraq for all relevunt purposes including inspection, 

surveillance, aerial l'lurvey, transportation on t·onditions to be determined by 

the Special Commi~"~~•ion. When it has been decided that a site shoud be 

inspected, the operutional and planning unit develops and operational plan 

which covers the ohjectives and chronology of the inspection, names a chief 

inspector and composes an inspection team. The individual inspectors are 

recruited from various governments, and lIN documents and certificates are 

issued to the inl-lpt.•d urs. The team members un.• nssembled at the field office 

in Bahrain for train in..:. final briefing, prepurut ion and planning. Non-declared 

designated sites aru normally visited with l'lhort notice or no notice to Iraqi 

authorities. The len.,.rth of missions varie~'- from one to six weeks ; the 

inspection team reportl-1 from the field on a daily basis to headquarters in New 

York about developments. An Executive Survey Summary of the report is 

sent to members of t lw Security Council. 
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A similar routine exist~ for the IAEA - lt...'<i nuclear inspectiuJI:-;. Briefly, 

debriefing, operut innnl planning und report 111~ are carried out at the IAEA 

headquarters in Vit•llllll. As a rule the Din.•ctur· ( ;eneral of the IAEA sends a 

concentrated report of Pnch inspection tu 1 h·· I IN Secretary General for the 

information of the S<.•c·urity Council. 

During 1991 t til' Special Commission und the IAEA were primarily 

engaged in curryin._: uut t.he first two stages of t.heir mission- inspection and 

disposal- and rout.irH'!-i were developed for stmdin~ teams for inspection or 

destruction missions to Iraq and fi>r their functioning in Iraq. As u consequence 

of continuing lruqi ohstructions, the mandate of the Special Commission 

defined in the ct.•UI'4P·fire resolution was untplified by UN -Security Council 

Resolution 707.!1 

NUCLEAR INSPECTIONS 

The IAEA-Il•ucl inspections of Iraq's nudear programme have disclosed 

three clandeHtim• lll'llllium enrichment pru~rummes for nuclear weapon 

purposes. The llll\ior clisl'Overy was Iraq's el«'t'l rn mugnetic isotope separation 

9 United Nut ion St.-curity Council Doc .. 'tllllt'lll S!RESn07(1991), 15 August 
1991. 
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(EMIS)10 programme. Considerable efforts wure made by Iraq to conceal the 

programme, with equipment being dispersed and in many cases buried in 

remote areas. With the help of overhead photography it was possible in late 

June 1991 to locate some of the equipment- the calutrons. An inspection team 

found the calutrons but was denied control of the equipment when Iraqi 

security personnel threatened the inspectors with firearms. Despite extensive 

deception efforts hy Iraq, an EMIS facility under construction at Tarmiya was 

identified as capahle of industrial-seal.- production of highly enriched 

uranium.U On the basis of the design datl• provided by Iraq, it was estimated 

that if the Tarmiya facility were fully operational with 90 separators running 

at design capacity, it t;l)uld produce up to 15 kg of highly enriched (93 per cent) 

uranium per year. 12 The Iraqi authorities were also forced to admit the 

existence of an identical facility at AI Sharqut, u replica of the one at Tarmiya, 

which was 85 per ceut complete when it was destroyed during the war. 

In Septemtwr W91 an inspection l••nm found a large number of 

documents relat.ing to lruq's nuclear progrulllrtlt'. 'l'he team was initially denied 

10 

11 

12 

EMIS is accomplished by creating u high current beam of low energy 
ions ~nd allowing them to pass throuJ,.:h u magnetic field in Ekeus, n.8, 
p.513. 

United Nation Security Council Document S/22788, 15 July 1991. 

United Nation Security Council Document S/22835, 25 July 1991. 
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access and later suh.JPdt>cl to serious hurussment h.v fin1r days of confinement 

in a purking lot ut I ruq'~" document centre. 1
;
1 !-'·•me documents collected hy the 

inspectors in tlw t·uurst> of the inspection W•·n• forcibly confiscated by Iraqi 

authorities, und '"o11u• \\t'r" not returned. 

An extensive wt'uponizution programntP had been carried out at the AI 

Tuwaitha nuclear n,,..,,nrch centre and ut t h·· AI Atheer site. Inspectors from 

the International Atumic Energy Agency (IAE/\) hud examined twenty-five 

nuclear-related silt•,.. in lruq hy mid-AUJ..'II!-il. l lnder a "go-anywhere, see 

anything14
" mandatP from the UN Security Counc:il, the inspectors continued 

to uncover informal ion that fills in tht• picture of Iraq's clandestirw nuclear 

weapons progrumnw. Tht• programme violat .. rl the Nuclear Non-Pro1iferation 

Treaty of which lruq wus a signatory. 

The IAgA ollil'iull'O knew in May 1 H!IJ, Hi that Iraq had separated a 

small amount of plutouium, hut the matter uti racted attention only after the 

media reported thut tlu• inspectors had lt•uru .. d of a second small quantity of 

plutonium, sepuruttocl dundestinely from unsnft•~uurded material. 

13 

14 

15 

United Natioru• St>t·urity Council flocunwnt H/23122, 8 October, 1991. 

David Albri~ht and Mark Hibbs, 'News tht• front page_misserl', Bulletin 
of Atomic Scit•ntisls (Chicago), vol.47, no.8, October 1991, p.7. 

IAEA/UNS( 'c )M Nuclear p.l4-2:l, Ma.' I H91. 



The May i mo~p•••'llull roveuled that lruq hud separatecf 2.26 grams of 

plutonium at a small lnhoratory at the Tuwu1tltu Nuclear Research Ceritre,. _In 

late July. Iraq revt~ult•d to the IAEA thut a11other three grams had been 

separated in the luhurutory. Though 1000 tinwl'l more plutonium is needed for 

a weapon, it reveult•d I hnt Iraq had mustered the basics of plutonium on a 

laboratory scale. lruq ~PJmrated the first. quantity some time between 1982 and 

198M, after thl' IAJ•:A c•xempted from sufe~'1mrds five fuel elements. This fuel, 

which contained )II p••r t'<'lli enriched uruni11r11, wns for the IRT- 5000, small, 

Soviet-supplied rP~Pard• rPuctor. 

Exemptions of I hil-4 kind are routinely made for research. The second 

quantity of plutonium was reprocessed so11u• I ime after 1987. Thus, in that 

case, Iraq violated it~ Hufeguards agreement l•i with the IAEA because it used 

a safeguarded exJwrimental fuel-fabrication luhoratory at Tuwaitha to 

clandestinely manufm·t ure unsafeguarded uru11ium fuel for the IRT-5000. 

In early Au~u~o~t., 17 inspectors disl·m·c•r "d that another 8 kilograms of 

natural uranium hud lu>t•n clandestinely mur11rlut'lurcd intofuel and irradiated, 

but had not. bl.'t•n n•prtK'I'HMed, unlike 11 kil· •..:rurmoJ earlier, which was used to 

16 INFCIRC/66/Iltov2 und INFCIR.53 

17 IAEA!UNSCOMti Nuclear 27 April- 111 August, 1991. 
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retrieve a grams o,. plutonium. If Iraq had produced more unsafeguarded 

uranium fuel and nJwrult•d the reproc<'ssing luhorulory around the clock to 

separate the plutonium for a year, it would still huvt• been far from enough 

for u bomb. Tht>re wus no evidence that Iraq was trying to scale up the 

program by secret l.v building a plutonium l'rorluction reactor and a larger 

plutonium separation ful'ility. 

A press report 111 stuted that Iraq was uhout to manufacture centrifuges 

that, within few yt•ur!'o could produce ent~~a,..:h highly enriched uranium for 

several bombs. A sPnior IAEA official imrw·cl11ately corrected this report and 

clarified that it hud overestimated Iraq's progrum, hut his statement received 

less attention. 

In lalt• .Julv. 1 ~' Iraqi officials show .. cl tnspectors the large El Pherat 

wnrkshnp, lcH"uiPcl :1 1 ' k alonwtres south east nl Hughdud. Iraqi officials claimed 

thul it wuuld hu\ ,. "''1-!1111 serial productiun ,,,. :.!00 centrifuges a year in late 

1992 or eurly I ~~:i.'J'hc• inspoctors felt otlwrwise, that Iraq could not have 

made so many centr aha~l'"'• or even the cornpora••nts. They found two stands for 

performing mechuninal tests on centrifugt•!-o. c hw test stand was for what was 

18 

19 

Washington Po:-.1. August, 8, 1991. 

IAEMJNSCOMti Nuclear 27 April-to AuJ.,rtasl, 1991. 
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believed to be a nuHIJiied version of an early dP~ign Urenco centrifuge called 

G-1, which expPrl,.. tu•lieve was the cenlrt>pi•···" of the Iraqi centrifuge effort. 

The IAI·~A found , . .,ntrifuge motor~ ,,.,,,j,. out of maraging steel, as well 

as made out of l~arhon fit,Prs- more advanced than maraging steel motors. Iraq 

had tested the carhun-fiher roots, rotors, Ul'iillg uranium hexafluoride and was 

able to enrich some ut·unium, according to IAEA officials, They do not know 

whether Iraq rnunufuctured better rotors thun they were shown. The 

inspectors found no information about Iraq's uhility to connect centrifuges into 

cascades, a difficult hut ne·cessary step in the production of significant 

quantities of enriched uranium. Iraqi experts told the IAEA that they had 

planned to operutP u mscude of hundred Cl'nt rifuges by the end of 1993 and a 

cascade of five luuulrt'CI h.v mid-1996. 

Five hundred nutl·hines of the type lruq showed the inspectors might 

have produced fiVl• kilograms of ninety pt•r ,·,·nt enriched uranium per year, 

about one-fourth of wlutl Iraq would have "''"dtJd for a weapon. 
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But. Iraq hud t.o 11\Uster cuscado unglnt•ering nearly as fast as it built 

machines. This would huve heen unlikely, ~~~ experience in other countries 

suggests. 20 

Iraq's ability to enrich uranium with calutrons ,was also exazggerated. 

From an estimate of" fi•rty kilograms ofhig-hl.v L•nriched uranium, it dropped to 

a few kilograms hy .July 1881, and bottomed out at milligrams in August 1991. 

According to l I S und IAEA officials, lru4 produced few gram quantities of 

enriched uranium, i ndudi ng milligram qut~nr it ie~ of highly enriched uranium 

(roughly tiO-tifl l>l'rt"Pilt of U2:~5) in a hig-h- .. ··ntrity section of Tuwaitha that 

was constructed in 1 HHf, or 1986. 

At the Tarmiyu calutron facility, I ruq began test-operating eight 

calutrons for producing- low-enriched uranium in ~"'ehruary 1990, and it could 

eventually produ<"e uhout. 500 grams, averaging t1 percent enrichment, with a 

high of about 10 pt•rct.mt. U.S. and IAEA ofliciuls confirmed that ITaq is 

unlikely to have produced significantly more in the calutrons. 

20 Albright, nlf•, p.H. 
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According to out• UN inspector, Tanlli,Vu21 was an advanced research 

and development fut·ihty for calutrons. 

Iraq was in llw process of installing at Turmiyu a racetrack with 17 

calutrons designed to produce low-enriched uranium. It intended to i nstull up 

to 70 low-enrichmPnl units und 20 high-ermdunent units. None of the high

enrichment. units Wl'n• installed. IAEA ofli, 1uls estimated that these, when 

fully operutionul, rnighl have produced 1 :..:-~11 kilograms a year of uranium 

enriched to over 90 pt•r l'l'nt. 

A U.S. officiul :-;aid the 12 kilogram estimate was based on the 

assumption thnt hPnrn currents in the low-enrichment calutrons would have 

reached the 145 milliumps for which they were designed - a total of 580 

milliamps per machirw und that 55 per cent of the calutrons would have been 

operuting fully ul nny given time.22 

An unrit-hnwnt t•xpurt said that lllt>l't' realistically, the total beam 

current in u low-enru·hruent machine would he about 300 milliamps. If 70-80 

21 

22 

S/22986, UN Fourth Inspection Teum, :!.7 ,July to 10 August, 1991. 

Ibid. o. R 
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per cent of the machines had operated at a given time, the plant would then 

have produced about 8-9 kilograms of 90 per cent enriched uranium a year. 

Later investigations .23 has revealed that Iraq's calutron program was 

apparently not entirely indigenous. Probably imported major components early 

in the programme developed the ability to make then indigenously. 

All the aforesaid discoveries were made during the fourth nuclear 

inspection (27 July to 10 August, 1991).24 IAEA further added that the 

activities were on a very limited scale and the reactor used would only have 

been capable of producing insignificant quantities of plutonium. 

FRESH EVIDENCES 

After nearly half a year of investigation of Iraq's nuclear programme, the 

UN and the IAEA inspectors found the biggest remaining piece of the puzzle: 

details of Iraq's effort to design and develop a nuclear explosive device. 

23 

24 

Albright, n.15, p.9. 

IAEA4/UNSCOM6 Nuclear Inspection 27 July - 10 August 1991. 
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The sixth in!'opt ... ·t•un team (~t-:~o ~ .. pt HH::I1)25
, sent by the U.N. 

Special CommiHsion 1 o unt·nvPr Iraq's weapon~'\ of' mass destruction- discovered 

the nuclear weapon,.. program archives at pr,....:ram headquarters in Baghdad. 

Many of the docunwnt,.. found there recordt•d I ruq's plans and progress. 

Just a weL•k t•urlit!r, Rahim Al-Kitul, lruq',.. umhul"sador to the IAEA, 

informed the agenc.v·~ I ~~91 General Conl'eretH'l' in Vienna26 that Iraq had 

alreudy "told tlw l l~trtt-d Nations ever-'·thing," and that the inspectors were 

"guessing" ahout u lltll'leur weapons progrur11 t hut did not exist. But the find 

put an end to un.v duuht,.. that Iraq's secr.•t ··llc•rt t.o enrich uranium was for 

weapon's purpo!'Oe~o 

The docunwnl,.. showed that smCl' I HX8 or 1989 Iraq had invested 

heavily in facilitiel'l to rlevelop and make nud .. ur weapons. By mid-1990, 

Iraqi scientists hud mude some progress in undl'rl'ltunding how a relatively 

crude nuclear explu"'ivP device with a con.• of highly enriched uranium would 

work, and they had duru• some experiments on purts of the technology. 

2n 

26 

IA .. ~NUNSCt )MIn Nudear 21-:~0 SttptPrnher 1991. 

IAEA GC Report W~ 1. 
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By that timl', un experimental prograrnme was under way for using 

shaped conventionul dwrges to activate a nudear explosion by uniformly 

compressing a urunillJII sphere. But on the ev•• of the Kuwaiti invasion, Iraqi 

experts still had nwn.v theoretical and experi nwnt.nl queHt.ions to answer. They 

were also having trcnrhlt• developing the precision ek>elronic equipment needed 

in a nuclear WL•npon und efforts to ohtuin the equipment abroad hud been 

thwarted. 

Western exp••rt.H huve deduced from l.lw documentary evidence, that 

Iraq would have prohnbly huve needed a yl•ur or two to muster its weapon 

design if the Gulf wur had not occurred. 

"UN says I ruq Wus Within Months of' N ucleur Device", 27 

However, tilt' Buhrain correspondent of the 1-'inancial Tim .. s quoted 

David Kay, IA .. ;A Chief inspector, as st ut in..: thut "Iraq could have been as 

little as two month,.. uwuy from starting of a r111dL•ur arsenal"- assuming that 

Iruq had "regulur "'uppl.v uf enriched urani.,,n··. 

27 Financial Tj lilt·~. (London), October 4, I H~ll. 
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Next day, Kn.\' hm·ked away from the "~t imut.es. He clarified at a press 

conference, that Iraq·~ humb had heen 12-lH munt.hs away- highly optimistic 

estimate. David Kuy later reiterated that estimate at a hearing llt'ld by the 

U.S. Senate i''un•iJ,!n Relations Commit tt···· In repeated interviews and 

testimony, given uflt•r l.lw Baghdad docunw11t ~ were found. Kay stressed that 

Iruq's weapons t.•fli,rt wu~ "highly impres:-j,, ... und had "considerable breath". 

All these exaggerated reports of Newspaper headlines were part of the 

showdown in the purking lot of a building iu Baghdad. 

The buildin.,: where the papers were hou!-Oud was the headquarters of 

"Petrochemical 1'hn•t.•" t PC-3)28 Iraq's program to design, test, and develop a 

nuclear weapon. It hud t.•mployed severul thousand people and was under the 

control of the lrmli Atomic Energy Commil-'sion. It was linked to the Defence 

Ministry and tht.• Ministry of Industry and ~1ilitary Industrialization. Iraq is 

said to huve taken puin~ tu hide the name:-. ul top weapons officials from IAEA 

inspectors. 

According to I )m·id Kay, Iraqi politic .• I uuthorities began to take great 

interest in the weupuus program after the dt>t·i~ion was made, some time in 

1988 or 1989, ln pump money into the ttnlt•rpriHe. On May 7, 1990, the 

28 S/23122, p.3, puna.:~. 
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minister ofindlll'll I\ olllllllli)itur_y indust.riult/.tl 1111\ opened a Site 50 kilometres 

south of Bughdud cull··d t\1- Athuer that wu-. In hL• ~imilar to Los Alamos, the 

primary site whert! I he l lnitud States developed the first atomic bombs during 

World War II. Early 1990, personnel, equipnwnt and testing systems relevant 

to weapons effort Wl'rt! transferred from Tu'"'uit.ha to Al- Atheer.29 

The IAEA inl'ipection report, which cm···rl'l proJ.,rres~ made from January 

1 to May, 31. 19~0. givl's a fairly detailed picture of the state of the Iraqi 

desiJ.,TJl programnw. 

Iraq wu~ l'\'ld••nll_v working hardest or• un implosion device. This type 

of weapon contuinl'i u lnlll'll'i of nuclear malt·nul <highly enriched uranium) at 

its center. The lruqi deHign was relatively crude by modern standards and 

was taking longer I•• work out than western weapons designers would have 

anticipated. According to the IAEA, Iruqi :o.t'ientists had not developed a 

workable design h.v tlw time AI- Atheer was homhl'd in early 1991. 

29 S/22986, p.l-1, puru.~a. HIBBS, IA~:A JJ.8. 
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Theodore Taylor, ex U.S. nuclear weapons designer said the gist of the 

report was that the "future is much more exciting than the present or past. "30 

The January-May 1990 progress report and other sources provide information 

about Iraq's work in a number of areas essential to developing a bomb. 

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS: 

An IAEA official said that some of the theoretical work had been going 

on for a long time. 31 Thorough extensive searches of the public literature 

going back to 1945 revealed that Iraqi scientists assembled an important 

volume of information, including weapons-relevant computer programs and 

many theoretical and practical studies on high explosives. The "Special tasks" 

section of PC-3 at Tuwaitha was headed by Khalid Ibrahim Said. 

The investigations included theoretical studies of the physical and 

chemical behaviour of materials at high temperatures and pressures, the 

processes of nuclear fission in an explosion, and theoretical methods to 

extrapolate laboratory results to the conditions of an actual nuclear explosion 

30 

31 

David Albright and Mark Hibbs, "Iraq's Bomb: Blueprints and 
Artifacts", Bulletin of Atomic Scientists(Chicago), vol.48, no.1, 
January/February, 1992, p.33. 

Ibid., p.33. 
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in which the temperatures and pressures would greatly exceed any conditions 

produced in the laboratory. 

According to Carson Mark, former head of the theoretical division at Los 

Alamos National Laboratory, the information contained in the January- May 

1990 progress report indicated that Iraq would have needed at least a year, 

working at a fast pace, to complete the design work on a bomb. It is difficult 

to know, if the Iraqis were prepared to deal with the problems of designing the 

bomb. The report indicated that Iraq was not ready to select an actual design 

with a specific amount of highly enriched uranium, high explosives and 

tamper. 

The progress report for the last half of 1989, which the IAEA obtained 

but has not released, gives specific information about the type of device Iraq 

was exploring. 

One inspector confided that Iraqi scientists were planning a device with 

a solid core of about eighteen kilograms of weapon-grade uranium ; a reflector 

of natural uranium metal a few centimetres thick ; and a tamper of hardened 

iron, also a few centimetres thick. 
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A device of this type could weigh less than 500 kilograms smaller and 

lighter than the devices of The Manhattan Project. A possible test site for the 

entire implosion system was al Hadre, located 200 kilometres north- west of 

Baghdad. It was believed by the seventh inspection team to have been a 

suitable site for an open firing range for fuel-air bombs and fragmentation 

testing. 

The progress report also described efforts to make a 600 - kilovolt flash 

X - ray machine to provide a profile of a mock core used in an implosion test. 

The X - rays would have had sufficient energy to show whether the core was 

being imploded uniformly or whether core material was squirting out. 

Iraq had imported hundreds of tons of HMX, which is the most 

desirable conventional explosive for nuclear weapons. Though it was used as 

aerial bombs in the Gulf war, Iraq still had 250 tons of it, sufficient enough to 

supply a small nuclear arsenal stored at al Qa Qaa, the military research and 

development facility forty kilometres north west of Baghdad. "In general, the 

results of the IAEA inspections suggest that local capabilities in electronics 

were not on par with the competence in metallurgy, chemistry and detomics", 

says the Seventh Inspection Report. 
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The Soviet - supplied IRT - !ilHHl research reactor, which was 

safeguarded by the IAEA32
, was nevertheless an important part of the 

nuclear weapons program. The reactor had produced polonium 210, essential 

for the internal neutron initiators, by irradiating Bismuth, although it remains 

quite unclear whether Iraq could have secretly produced enough polonium for 

a nuclear arsenal over the long term in this reactor. The reactor also produced 

small quantities of plutonium 238. 

An IAEA inspector said that Iraq was believed capable of producing 

uranium metal about eighteen-twenty four months before the invasion of 

Kuwait. Metallurgy skills were developed at al Tuwaitha, ostensibly to make 

uranium - tipped (non-nuclear) shells thaL could penetrate armour. Iraqi 

officials admit that about 1000 Kg of uranium metal was produced at 

Tuwaitha. About a fourth of this was cast, in furnaces, into solid metal shapes. 

Casting metal of uranium is a necessary step in making bomb components. A 

semi-industrial uranium metal production capability was being developed at 

al Atheer. 

32 INFCIRC/153 type agreement in Albright, n.13, p.35. 
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According to the preliminary sixth inspection report what IAEA 

inspectors found wus u document33 "suggesting the parallel development of 

a missile delivery system for the ongoing nuclear weapons program. In the 

document, the Ministry of Defence instr11l"led the Iraqi atomic Energy 

Commission to postpone nn experiment u n t i I ufler surface-to-surface missile 

testing." 

Iraqi attempts tn put chemical warheads on modified Soviet-made Scud

missiles34 raises questions about whether I ruq would have succeeded in 

developing nucleur-tipped missiles. Inspectors have been unable to find any 

evidence that the chemical-tipped Scuds had ever been tested. Components of 

a nuclear warhead require great protection from gravity forces und other 

stresses during flight. Available evidence sug~l'sts that Iraq was several years 

away from developing u missile that could hold a nuclear warhead. Iraq was 

building a similur facility like Tarmiyu ut al Sharqat, 200 kilometres 

northwest of Baghdad, which was eighty to ninety per cent complete when it 

was bombed. According to an IAEA official, Iraqis said a decision had been 

made in mid- 1989 not to finish this facility het·ause it had been intended as 

a backup to Tarmiyu, which was vulnerable to bombing during the war with 

33 

34 

IAEAIUNSCOM16 Nuclear 21-30 September, 1991. 

UNSC Document S/23165, 25 Oct. 1991, pp.34-35. 
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Iran. The seventh inspection team found some evidence of construction after 

a decision to cancel it had supposedly been made. There is no evidence of any 

calutrons being installed there. 

Iraq had a stock of about 1800 kilograms of safeguarded low-enriched 

uranium which it might have diverted to produce weapon material, but this 

would have supplied only about enough for one or two bombs. IAEA 

safeguards inspectors would probably have detected the diversion, perhaps 

blowing the cover of the entire clandestine enrichment programme. No 

evidence was cited. 

The FOURTH INSPECTION REPORT SAID : "It is possible but by no 

means certain- that full production operation at Tarmiya might not have been 

achieved for another 18-36 months". Further it added that "there may have 

been human resource problems associated with these large facilities. " 

"IRAQ's scientific understanding was still limited, with test work only 

just beginning." 
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PROCUREMENT POLICY: "ENEMY OF MY I~NEMY IS MY CUSTOMER" 

After exposing Iraq's efforts to enrich uranium and design an atomic 

bombs, U.N. and IAEA experts zeroed in on how Iraq put its program together. 

The inference is that along with determination and persistence, Iraq had a 

great deal of forei~n help. Iraq's " Petrocht~mical Three," the secret nuclear 

program conducted under the authority of it:-; Atomic Energy Commission with 

links to the Defence Ministry and Minil"try of Industry and Military 

Industrialization, received massive infusionl'- of money and resources. 

Like the Manhattan Project that built the first atomic bombs in the 

United States, Iraq's nuclear program simultaneously pursued a number of 

different technical avenues to the bomb. Without knowing which efforts would 

succeed, Iraq poured hillions of dollars into ill" multifaceted quest.35 

Using diplomacy and secrecy, Iraq showed great ingenuity in hiding its 

purchases behind such innocuous pursuits us uutomobile manufacturing, dairy 

production, and oil rt•fining. Inspections uflt•r t.he Gulf war revealed that in 

some cases, export c.·c•ntrols did not suffice. Ba~hdad's effort to procure remains 

the most sensitive aspect of its secret nuclear program. 

35 IAEA 8 and 9/UNSCOM 12 January - 15 January & 2 February - 13 
February 1992. 
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On January 12, 1992, armed with information from the German 

Government, officials of the IAEA accused I ruqi Foreign Ministry officials of 

failing to declare large quantities of mat.t.•rials and components Iraq had 

obtained for its centrifuge program. After a threat from Maurizio Zifferero, 

head of the IAEA's ninth-on-site inspection mission, the Iraqis gave the 

inspectors the most complete description of prob'Tam to date. 

The Iraqis acknowledged that they had imported German materials and 

components - and added that they had acquired hundred tons of maraging 

steel and other raw materials needed to manufacture centrifuge components. 

They claimed that they had destroyed the materials or had made them 

unusable. 

According to IAEA ninth report36
, Iraqi authorities told inspectors that 

because export controls had been tightening, they had made "large 

procurement as opportunities presented themselves, even though they had no 

immediate plans for the materials in the quantities ordered." Lewis Dumn, a 

US non-proliferation expert,37 said at a puhlic meeting in mid-1991 that the 

history of efforts to tighten nuclear export control is like working down a 

36 

37 

Ibid. 

David Albright and Mark Hibbs, "lrnq's shop-till-you-drop nuclear 
program", Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, vol. 48, no.3, April 1992. p.29. 
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"proliferation food chain". The more important an item is for producing 

plutonium or highly enriched uranium or for making a nuclear weapon, the 

earlier it was covered by export controls. 

Iraq had only limited success in acquiring tightly controlled items. It 

was more successful in obtaining dual-use equipment. Iraq's export permit 

applications almost always listed civilian industrial uses for such equipment. 

According to the eighth IAEA report, in some cases the presence of 

application -specific fixtures removes most doubt as to intended use". The 

specific nature of some of the equipment exported should have aroused the 

suspicions of companies and export control authorities. Some of the companies 

supplying this equipment might not have known that Iraq's nuclear program 

was the final customer. Yet, according to the report, the intermediaries who 

dealt with Iraq "must have known the intended uses". Before shipment, Iraqi 

officials insisted on successful demonstrations. An IAEA official asks, "How 

could they not have known?" 
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GERMAN CONNECTION 

Although most of the key links were in Germany, where until recently 

both export laws and their enforcement were relatively lax , other countries too 

were involved. 

Interatom: This wholly owned subsidiary of the German firm Siemens AG, got 

one of the last contracts in mid-1989 from Iraq's Industrial Projects Company 

(I PC) to build a workshop for "tube processing". 

Western intelligence organizations believed at the time that IPC was a 

procurement operation for Iraq's clandestine centrifuge program. In 1990, Iraqi 

officials sought from Interatom know-how on design and production of 

equipment used in removing enriched uranium gas from the cascade. 

Germany's export control authority, the Federal Economics Office 

(BAW), by mid- 1990 cut-off the program, when it learnt the link between 

Iraq's centrifuge program and IPC. 

A sketch of the outside of B-01 (workshop) prepared by IAEA after 

several inspection visits is nearly identical to a sketch of a building on a map 

given to Siemens personnel to help them find the site. 
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H&H METALFORM 

According to eighth inspection report of IAEA, an H&H38 supplied 

several flow- forming machines to Iraq between 1987 and 1989, it could be 

used to make a small member of maraging 1-'teel motor tubes for centrifuges. 

The inspectors found seven other H& H flow-forming machines at the 

Nassr State Establishment for Mechanical Industries, an important support 

site for the nuclear program, and two more at a subsidiary establishment at 

AI Schaula. The Iraqis say these were used to make rocket bodies. The Ninth 

IAEA inspection report, concluded that with appropriate fittings, all of them 

would be suitable for making centrifuge rotors. Recent information suggests 

that H&H, either inadvertently or deliberately, funnelled related technology 

and equipment to Iraq's nuclear programme. 

"Iraqi Centrifuge design conforms suh:-.tantially to early West European 

designs," according to the ninth inspection report. Iraq's Nuclear weapons 

programme could not have made progress without the cooperation of Western 

firms set to make a quick buck Iraqi authorities acknowledged they had 

receivoo "advice from abroad" 

38 Albright, n.37, p.31. 
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AL- ATHEER COMPLEX 

During the eleventh IAEA 39 on-site i n:-opection of Iraqi nuclear facilities 

in April 1992, Iraq followed the familiar palt.ern of cooperating when it had to, 

but refusing to cooperate whenever possible. 

Despite reluctant cooperation at AI- Atheer, Iraq refused to give 

inspectors the names of their suppliers, particularly for the uranium 

enrichment progrurnnw. Iraq's calutron program indicated that it was moving 

at a slower pace than had been feared and was one fuJI year behind schedule 

in installing calutrons. 

The report had suggested that if lruq had seized its stock of IAEA 

safeguarded low enriched uranium, and avoided detection by IAEA safeguards 

inspectors, enough material for an atomic bomb could possibly have been 

produced in two years. 

The IAEA and the UN order to destroy Al-Atheer and the adjacent AI 

Hatteen high-explosive t.est establishment foJlowed a week of meetings at 

Vienna. Iraqi officials steadfastly asserted that AI Atheer was a civilian 

research faci1ity for materials science and production and contended that it 

39 JAgA 11/UNSCOM April 1992. 
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should not be destroyed. Two Iraqi documents uncovered by the IAEA showed 

that Iraq planned to develop a nuclear explosive device at AI- Atheer. During 

the Gulf War bombing of AI Atheer had been damaged but later construction 

had resumed, raising fears that Iraq intended to continue the nuclear 

programme.Only after the eleventh team arrived in Iraq did Baghdad agree to 

AI- Atheer's destruction. [ n the end, however, Iraq allowed that destruction of 

Al-Atheer and Al-Hateen were destroyPd. 

Pursuant to Security Council resolution fi87 (1991) with respect to the 

facilities at the site of Tarmiya and Ash Sharquat had been communicated to 

the Iraqi authorities on 15 May 1992.40 Relevant activities began during the 

twelfth41 IAEA inspection mission and continued during the course of the 

thirteenth mission. At the end of the fourteenth mission all destruction of 

EMIS facilities at Ash Sharquat and Tarmiya has been completed. 

Transformer and process buildings have all been destroyed in accordance with 

IAEA instructions. 

40 

41 

IAEA S/24110 17 June, 1992. 

IAEA12/UNSCOM 26 May - 4 June, 1 !1!12. 
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ACTIVITIES RELATED TO RADIOMETRIC HYDROLOGIC SURVEY 

The purpose of this survey was to estuhlish u radio nuclide and stable 

isotope composition huseline in the major watershed regions of Iraq in order 

to detect changes resulting from acqueous effiuent of nuclear related 

facilities. 42 

First, the dutu could measure the impact of nuclear related facilities in 

Iraq on surface water system receiving their aqueous effiuent; Second, possible 

unknown nuclear facilities may be detectPd ;Third, a set of data will be 

provided,from which changes in composition can be easily detectable for 

interpretation. 

This sampling network is based upon a detailed hydrologic survey 

compiling the wuter discharges in the Tigris and Euphrates basins for selected 

gaging stations in lruq. A total of 43 sampling sites were selected. 

The sample analysis data will be coupled with the physical 

measurements to estuhlish a baseline of the present hydrologic and radiometric 

42 IAEA 14/UNSCOM 31 August -?September, 1992, Gov/INF/667 30 
September, 1992. 
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conditions from which present and future indications of sizable nuclear activity 

in Iraq can be determined. 

FIFTEENTH IAEA ON-SITE INSPECTION (8-18 November 1992) 

This inspection43 was headed by Demetrius Perricos as the Chief 

Inspector. It consisted of twenty-eight inspectors and ten support staff 

comprising twenty nationalities. 

Final conclusions and recommendations are still awaited for the 

evaluation of the sample analysis data. Plannin~ for the longer term 

monitoring regime includes two hydrologic sampling operations per year. The 

sampling operations would be carried out against about fifteen key monitoring 

sites with spot checks at other more isolated locations. 

IRRADIATED FUEL 

Certain conclusions drawn out by experts regarding removal of 

irradiated fuel are that all fuel assemblies are accessible and can be removed 

without major difficulties. The irradiated fuel is stored in two pools at the IRT-

43 IAEA15/UNSCOM 8-18 November 1!4!-l:l; GOV/INF/677, 17 December 
1992. 
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5000 reactor facility and fifteen concretL• storage tanks at Location B 

(Tuwaitha). 

ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME 

The Iraqis in a series of meeting~ gave full details regarding the 

centrifuge work for enrichment programme. The lack of any reference to the 

centrifuge programme among the myriad of activities described in the various 

PC-3 progress and topical reports were discussed at length. 

The Iraqi side's explanation began with a description of a series of high 

level meetings in mid-19H7 where Iraqi Atomic Energy Commission (IAEC) 

management acknowledged the efforts with gaseous diffusion had failed, that 

the EMIS programme was not making the expected progress because of 

difficulties with the ion source and that the small centrifuge development 

programme was showing promise. This led to a decision to cancel the gaseous 

diffusion programme and to dramatically increase support to the centrifuge 

development effort. 

Technical discussions were useful and provided a more consistent picture 

of the Iraqi centrifuge development program. 
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Iraqis refused to b~ve further any detail regarding specific procurement 

and procurement practices. This remains the last puzzle in the Iraqi nuke 

program. 

MONITORING PLAN 

Several meetings were held with the Iraqi side on the declaration 

required under the revised Annex 3 to the lAEA long-term monitoring plan. 

The general requirement was emphasized that under UN Security Council 

resolution 71544
, the Iraqi side is to updat.P every six months, a declaration 

regarding facilities, materials and equipment starting from the situation as it 

existed on January 1, 1989 for the whole of Iraq. Documents were provided 

with respect to equipment already tagged with IAEA seals for further 

evaluation by the IAEA Action Team. The Iraqi side informed the inspection 

team that they will officially submit a declaration covering the IAEC facilities 

as soon as possible nfl.er the inspection and an amended declaration, covering 

the country as a whole, hy the end of year. 

The Iraqis accepted random, short notice inspections and expressed 

their willingness to create and maintain a system of records and logbooks, to 

44 Adopted on 11 Oct 1991 by UNSC. 
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declare in advance and continuously document the use of 111onitored 

equipment. 

DESTRUCTION PLAN 

UNSCOM has faced difficulties to take decision about the extent to 

which the cease-fire resolution requires destruction of such items or permits 

their diversion to civilian use- subject to future monitoring to ensure that they 

are not diverted to military programmes. 

Refusal by Iraq in February 1992 to go along with destruction of missile 

production facilitie~, including buildings and equipment, led to strong reactions 

by the Security Council, condemning Iraq's failure in this regard and to a 

statement on 28 February by the Council that Iraq's behaviour constituted a 

material breach of Resolution 687.45 

After Special Security Council meetings on 11 and 12 March 1992,46 

Iraq presented its case. It accepted the demands for the destruction of Iraq's 

missile production capability, to followed later by uncontested destruction of 

essential installations related to Iraq's nuclear weapon development 

programme. 

45 

46 

UNSC: S/23663-28 February, 1~92. 

UNSC : S/PV 3059; S/PV 3059 (Hesumption 1); and S/PV 3059 
(Resumption :l) 



CHAPTER- IV 

CONCLUSION 

From its very inception, the United Nutions was concerned with nuclear 

proliferation. Fears that uncontrolled proliferation could lead to nuclear war 

focused attention on the need for remedial action. The earliest reports of the 

United Nations Atomic Energy Commission unambiguously suggested that 

this required the "(·ontrol of atomic energy to the extent necessary to ensure 

its usc only fc)r peaceful purposes and for elimination from national 

armaments, of atomic weupons" .1 

UN Security Council Resolution 687 is a very simple document compared 

with recent bilateral and multilateral arms control treaties. In the text there 

is no discussion nor were any arrangements made in advance about the 

amount of time for notification before an inspection or about the long-term 

access. This luck of specificity in implementation, coupled with the 

intransigence oflraqi oflicials, has complicated the UN inspection process. The 

inspectors would huve a formidable ta!-ik before them. The United Nations in 

1 United Nations Atomic Energy Commission, official Records, 
Supplement No.1. pp.l-2 T.T. Poulosu, The United Nations and The 
Maintenance of International Peace and Security UNITAR (Dordrecat: 
Martinus Najhoff, 1987).P.240. 
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Resolution 687 imposed upon itself an unrealistic time span of forty-five days 

either to take possession of the weapons or to actually destroy them. 

International Atomic Energy Agency':-- "Action Team", the small group 

charged with managing inspections in lruq, has conducted 15-on-site 

inspections till 8-1 H November 1992, sl'arching out secret facilities and 

activities, and destroying key buildings und equipment. The team has also 

inventioried and tagged hundreds of pieces of "'dual-use" industrial equipment, 

which was or could have been intended for nuclear weapons development. 2 

Through the spring and summer of 1991, the inspectors found a multi-

billion dollar, Manhattan project-style atomic bomb programme in Iraq, aimed 

at establishing the knowledge and infrastructure to build several nuclear 

bombs a year. For more than a decade, Iraq had devoted massive economic and 

technical sources to its homb effort hut fi'lr interruptions of Iran-Iraq War 

(1980-1988) and the Gulf Wur (1990-91), it had made considerable progress 

towards its ultimate goals of enriching uranium to weapons-grade and 

fashioning it into nuclear weapons. 

2 David Albright and Mark Hibbs, "Iraq's Quest for the Nuclear Grail; 
What can we learn"? Arms Control Today July/August 1992. p.3. 
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With determination and financiul resources, even a country with little 

industrial infrastructure such as Iraq was ahlu to circumvent international 

non-proliferation efforts, inspite of being a party to NPT and came as close as 

it did to gaining a nuclear weapons capability. Experts, then believed that it 

would have taken utleast three or four years to produce its first nuclear 

weapon (by 1993-94). 

The relationship hetween the IAEA inspection teams and New York 

based UNSCOM, hus huen uneasy, hindered hy competition over, space and 

responsibility. Since, the tenth nuclear inspection, the IAEA has U!-iSUmed a 

stronger roles in assessing the available infor·mation before UNSCOM picks a 

site for inspection.:! IA~~A officials believe that the most important aspects of 

Iraq's programme have been uncovered. Certain unanswered questions remain 

particularly as to who provided Iraq with some of the critical imported 

technologies and components for its programme but IAEA officials believe they 

have found the key facilities and traced out the main lines of the Iraqi efforts. 

The real surprises wus on the scale of Iraq's massive calutron effort. If long

term monitoring is firmly in place, they arc confident that no major nuclear 

weapon effort could resume without detection. 

3 Ihid., p.4. 
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Iraq has stiffened its resistance to the inspection effort in the last few 

months, particulary during the last few i n~pPction missions. Iraq followed 

IAEA and UN orders to destroy buildings and equipment clearly linked to its 

nuclear programme during the twelfth inspection in late May and early June, 

Iraqi officials tried to stop or limit the team's efforts to take photographs and 

place tags on critical equipment. Most of the high-tech equipment. Iraq has 

declared to the inspectors has been subsequently destroyed. One insp{lctor was 

told by a senior Iraqi oflicial that Iraq doe~ not want to reveal its procurement 

networks because it is now using them again. 4 

The summer of 1992 marked an important change in the inspection 

effort, as the IAEA and the UNSCOM plan to shift the focus from a "research 

and destroy" 5 mission to long term monitoring of Iraq's industrial activities, 

to ensure that it does not resume its quest for weapons of mass destruction. 

But, Iraq has so far refused to accept the long-term monitoring programme 

required under the U.N. Security Council Resolution 715.6 This monitoring 

programme would provide on-going verification of Iraq's compliance with 

Resolution 687 and t.he <:ulf War cease-fin•, which fnrhids any restart of the 

4 

5 

6 

Ibid., p.5. 

Ibid., p.5. 

S!RES/715 (1991); 11 October 1991. 
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nuclear weapons programme. Iraqi officials contend that the conditions 

imposed under Resolution 715 would be too intrusive and would violate Iraq's 

sovereignty . 

·The monitoring programme calls for the IAEA to send inspection teams 

periodically, to veri(v thut Iraq is not using its facilities or equipment to make 

nuclear weapons. The IAEA is preparing a I ist of sites and dual-use equipment 

that will require periodic monitoring. 

Some analysts have argued that Iraq's reliance on unclassified calutron 

technology suggests that there is now little that controls on technology and 

materials can do. Because Baghdad was so dependent on foreign suppliers and 

technology, trade n•strictions on equipment and technologies slowed Iraq's 

programme substantially, despite inadequatt• mntrols in some areas and spotty 

enforcements in others. The UN-mandated t>tonomic embargo, imposed in late 

1990, hindered the Iraqi dlort even morP. I I N. trade sanctions prevented an 

entire list of equipment-from spectrometers to centrifuge valves to half-finished 

calutron magnets - frurn reaching Iraqi scit•nt ists. 

In Aprill99~. the member states of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (except 

China), agreed to extend nuclear export controls to much of the dual-use 
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equipment Iraq obtained during the 19~• ls. Permission to export dual-use items 

is not predicated on full-scope :·mfeguard:-; ir. the recipient state. This type of 

preferential treatment enah led Iraq to acqu i r•· n msiderable military equipment 

and technology during the 1980s. 

Because the li\EA's routine safeguards in Iraq failed to detect anything 

untoward going on, t.here has been much criticism of its efforts. But Iraq's 

development of nuclear weapons was hindered hy IAJ<~A safeguards. Safeguards 

prevented Iraq from irrudiuting significant amounts of fuel in research reactors 

and recovering the plutonium.7 Post-war inspections also revealed that Iraq 

took advantage of loopholes in the standard safeguards agreement, gaining 

nuclear expertise relevant to military use. 

Advanced nuclear states, such as UH, Germany, and Japan have paid 

lip service to strengthening IAEA safeguards and have also refused to 

significantly increast.• funding. The Board of Governors approved a slight 

increase in 1983 sufeguurds budget at its June 1992 meeting.8 

7 

8 

Ibid., p.9 

lbid.,p.l 0. 
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Although the UN Security Council declared that proliferation 

"constitutes a threat to international peace and security", giving it the power 

under the U.N. charter to authorise military force to stop it, well placed 

officials at the Security Council doubt that a sufficient consensus to approve 

a Gulf-style military operation could be brought together in the absence of 

clear aggression. Suppo!oie a suspected state was not a member of the NPT and 

hence was not clearly violating international law by trying to build a nuclear 

weapon, summoning military force under a U.N. mandate would be even more 

difficult.9 

The UN experience in Iraq is rather mixed regarding its future role in 

inspection and verification. It is no wonder that Ronald Lehman, director of 

the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, referred to the U.N. Security 

Council's programme to investigate and eliminate Iraq's weapons of mass 

destruction following t.he Gulf War (1990-~11) as the "most dramatic arms 

elimination and verification regime impo!-it.•d upon a nation."10 The United 

Nations is discovering that it is quite difficult to implement an agreement 

when few instructions are given, especially when they have not been agreed 

9 

10 

Ibid., p.ll. 

Dorinda G. l>nllmeyer,' The Future Role of the United Nations in 
Disarmament: Tlw Iraq Experience' p.l (unpublished paper) presented 
at University of ( :t..'Orgia, Dean Rusk Centre, US. 
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upon in advanced. There is no clear idea on how it should respond when faced 

with non-compliance. 

Inspite of the requirments of Resolutions 687, 707 and 715, while UN 

had no clear idea of what it wanted to accomplish in its implementation 

process which was vuJ.,rue and ripe for the creation of disputes with the Iraqi 

Government which hns proved to be true. We ought not to be too critical of the 

United Nations for making this "random Walk" through unchartered territory 

of non-consensual disarmament. Though the motion of the collective security 

has been in the lin i h.•d Nations Charter since 1945, it has had very little 

experience how this concept should be put to work. 

US role in providing intelligence and tlw perceived the US influence over 

the UN Special Commission and UN Security Council can compromise the 

perception of the United Nations as an impartial monitor and an equitable 

enforcer~ According to un old saying: "If you don't. know where you're goin~QY 

road will take you there". 

The long term health of the non-proliferut.ion regime will not be served 

by unsubstatiated claims about the alll•ged nuclear capabilities of stute which 

are perceived to he security threats to the t 'S. There can be little doubt that 
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the inspectors finds in Iraq warrant modificutiun to the body of international 

norms, rules and agreements which constitutes the nuclear non-proliferation 

regime. The Iraqi exrwrience should lead to viJ,.rilant international inspection 

and export control rl!J,.rime along with an intl'rnational effort to delegitmize 

nuclear weapons und eventually totally eliminate them. 



APPENDICES 

Resolution 687 (1991) 

Adopted by the Security Council at its 2981st meeting, 

on 3 April 19H1 

The Security Council, 

Recalling its resolutions 660 (1990) of August 1990, 661 (1990) of 6 August 

1990, 662 (1990) of 9 August 1990, 664(1990) of 18 August 1990, 665 (1990) of 

25 August 1990, 666 (1990) of 13 September 1990, 667 (1990) of 16 September 

1990, 669 (1990) of 24 September 1990, 670 (1990) of 25 September 1990, 674 

(1990) or'29 October 1990, 677(1990) of 28 November 1990, 678 (1990) of 29 

November 1990 and 686 (1990) of 2 march 1991, 

Welcoming the restoration to Kuwait of its sovereignty, independence and 

territorial integrity and the return of its legitimate Government, 

Affirming the commitment of all Member States to the sovereignty, territorial 

integrity and political independence of Kuwait and Iraq, and noting the 

intention expressed by the Member States cooperating with Kuwait under 

paragraph 2 of resolution 678 (1990) to bring their military presence in Iraq 

to an end as soon us possible consistent with paragraph consistent with 

paragraph 8 of resolution 686 (1991), 

Reaffirming the need to be assured of Iraq's peaceful intentions in the light of 

its unlawful invasion and occupation of Kuwait, 

Taking note of the letter sent by the Ministries .for Foreign Affairs of Iraq on 

27 February 1991 and those pursued to resolution 686 (1991), 
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Noting that Iraq and Kuwait, as independent sovereign States, signed at 

Baghdad on 4 October 1963 "Agreed Minutes Between the State of Kuwait and 

the Republic of Iraq Regarding the Restoration of Friendly Relations, 

Recognition and Related Matters", thereby recognizing formally the boundary 

between Iraq and Kuwait and the allocation of islands, which were registered 

with the United Nations in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the 

United Nations and in which (Iraq recognized the independence and complete 

sovereignty of the Rtute of Kuwait within its borders as specified and accepted 

in the letter of the prime Minister of Iraq datt-.d 21 July 1932, and as accepted 

by the Ruler of kuwnit in his letter dat.ed 111 August 1932, 

Conscious of the rwt.'<l li1r demarcation of the said boundary, 

Conscious also of the statements by Iraq threatening to use weapons in 

violation of its obligations under the Geneva Prntocol for the Prohibition of the 

Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or ( )ther Gases, and of Bacteriological 

Methods of Warfare, sihTJled at Geneva on 17 .June 1925, ;y and of its prior use 

of chemical weapons and affirming that grave consequences would follow any 

further use by Iruq of such weapons, 

Recalling that Iraq has subscribed to the Declaration adopted by all States 

participating in the Conference of States Parties to the 1925 Geneva Protocol 

and other lntt•rl',..h'<i Stutes, held in Pari/'> from 7 to 11 January 1989, 

establish in~ tht> uhjt't'l i\'l• nf universal elimirmtion of chemical and biological 

weapons, 
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Recalling also thul lruq has signed the Convt>nt.ion on the Prohibition of the 

Development, PrtHiul"l ion and Stockpiling of' Bnct.eriological (Biological) and 

Toxin Weapons und "" Their Destruction, of 1 ll April 1972, 1/ 

Noting the importance of Iraq ratifying this Convention, 

Noting moreovt>r tlw importance of all Stull':-- uclllL'ring to this Convention and 

encouruJ..{inJ..{ it~ lurtlu·oming Review Conl"t·r l'lll'e t.o reinforce the authority, 

efficiency und uni\'t•r·Mul scope of the convl•nlwn, 

Stressing the import unce of an early t'lllld usion by the Conference on 

Disarmament of it,.. work on a Convention on the Universal Prohibition of 

Chemical weapons und of universal adherenn• I hereto, 

Aware of the u:-ot• h.v Iraq of ballistic mis:-.ile:-; in unprovoked attacks and 

therefore of the nL•l'cl lu take specific measures in regard to such missiles 

located in Iraq. 

Concerned hy tlw n•ports in the hand:-o ol Member States that Iraq has 

attempted t.o untllll•· mult•rials for a nuciL•ur wl'upnns programme contrary to 

its obligation~ unclt•r tlw Treaty on the non Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

of 1 July 1968, fi/ 

Recalling the objectiv•• of the establishment nl u nuclear-weapons-free zone in 

the region of the Middle East, 
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Conscious of t.hl' threat that all weapons of mass destruction pose to peace and 

security in the un•u nnd of the need to work 1 owards the establishment in the 

Middle East of u zoru• fret> of such weapon:-;, 

Conscious also of tlw c tbjective of achieving hul anced and comprehensive control 

of armaments in the region, 

Conscious further of t.he importance of al'hrt>ving the objectives noted above 

using all available m(_•uns, including a dialogu(_• among the States of the region, 

Noting that resolut.ion f1H6 (1991) marked the lifting of the measures imposed 

by resolution 661 ( 1 H~OI, in so far as they applied to Kuwait, 

Noting that report the progress being madP m fulfilling the obligations of 

resolution 686 ( 1 H~f I I, many Kuwaiti and third country nationals are still not 

accounted for und prupt>rt.v remains unreturru.•d, 

Recalling the Interuutional Convention against the Taking of Hostages, 6/ 

opened for signature at New York on 18 December 1979, which categorizes all 

acts of taking hostugt>s as a manifestation:-; uf international terrorism, 

Deploring threats made by Iraq during the n•cent conflict to make use of 

terrorism against targets outside Iraq and the taking of hostages by Iraq, 

Taking note with hTJ"uve mncern of the reports of the Secretary-General of 20 

March 1991 and :.!X Murch 1991, and conscious of the necessity to meet 

urgently the humanitarian needs in Kuwait. and Iraq. 
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Bearing in mim.l it.:-. ""hjective of restoring 1111.ernational peace and security in 

the area as set out in recent resolutions of the Security Council, 

Conscious of the nt.>t.-d to take the following nu•u:ooures acting under chapter VII 

of the charter, 

1. Affirm all t.hirtt•t•n resolutions noted ahovc, except us expressly changed 

below to uchit•w• t.he goals of this resolution, including a formal cease

fire; 

2. Demand~ lhut Iraq and Kuwuil ,,.,.pL>ct the inviolability of the 

internut.ionul houndury and the ullu. al inn of islands set out in the 

"Agreed Minult>s twtween the state crf Kuwait and the Republic of Iraq 

Regarding thl• Restoration of Friendly Relations, Recognition and 

.Related MattPrs", signed by them in the exercise of their sovereignty at 

Baghdad on -1 ( ktober 1963 and regi:-;t.·n.-<1 with the United Nations and 

published hy the United nations in clcK.·ument 7063, United Nations, 

Treaty Serit~:oo. 1 ~n4; 

3. Calls upon tlw Secretary -General to lend his assistance to make 

arrangement:.; with Iraq and Kuwait to demarcate the boundary between 

Iraq and Kuwuit, drawing on appropriate material, including the map 

transmitlt.•d hy Security Council do,·ument S/22412 and to report back 

to the Sel'urit_v Council within one mc•nl h; 

4. Decides to ~uaruntee the invinl:ihility of the above- mentioned 

international boundary and to take an appropriate all necessary 
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measures to that end in accordance with the Charter of the United 

nations; 

5. Requests the Sucretary-General, after consulting with Iraq and Kuwait, 

to submit. within three days to the Security Council for its approval a 

plan for the immediate deployment of a l lnited Nations observer unit to 

monitor t.lw Khor Abdullah and a de•niliturized zone, which is hereby 

established, t.•xtending ten kilometn.·~ into Iraq and five kilometres into 

Kuwait from the boundary referred to in the 11Agreed Minutes Between 

the State of Kuwait and the Republic of Iraq Regarding the Restoration 

of Friendly ltt>lutions, Recognition and Related matters11 of 4 October 

1963; to deter violations of the boundary through its presence in and 

surveillance of the demilitarized zone; to observe any hostile or 

potentially hostile action mounted from the territory of one state to the 

other; and f(»r tlw Secretary-General to report regularly to the Security 

Council on tht.• operations of the unit, and immediately if there are 

serious violutions of the zone or potential threats to peace; 

6. Notes thut us soon as the Secret.arv-( :eneral notifies the Security 

Council of tlw t.•ompletion of the dPployment of the United nations 

observer unit, the conditions will bP t•:o-tublished for the Member States 

cooperating with Kuwait in accordance with resolution 678 (1990) to 

bring their military presence in Iraq to an end consistent with resolution 

686 (1991); 

7. · Invites Iraq to maffirm unconditionally its obligations under the Geneva 

protocol for the prohibition ofthe Use in War of Asphyxiating. Poisonous 

or other Gases, und of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at 
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Geneva on t 7 .Junt• t H:lfi, and to rati(v till' Convention on the prohibition 

of tlw I )t•wlupllu•nl, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological 

(Biologit-ul) und Tuxtn and on their I lt·~truction, of 10 April 1972; 

8. Decides that lrnq unconditionally mTt>pt the destruction, removal, or 

rendering hunuless, under internal iunul supervision, of; 

(a) All chemical und biological weapon:-- unci all stocks of agents and all 

related suhs~·l"t•.•ms and components and ull research, development, 

support and munufacturing faciliti~~; 

(b) All ballistk missiles with a range a J..'Tt•at.er than 150 kilometres and 

related major purt ~'~, and repair and production facilities; 

9. Decides, for the implementation of paruJ..'Tuph 8 above, the following: 

(a) Iraq shall suhmit to the Secretary-< ;,.n .. rnl, within fifteen days of the 

adoption of tilt' pn•sent resolution, u declaration of the locations, 

amounts and types of all items spenlicd in paragraph 8 and agree to 

urgent, on-site inspection as specified below; 

(b) The Secretury-General, in consultution with the appropriate 

Governmentl'l und, where appropriut t', with the Director-General of the 

World-Health C )rl{anisation, within f(,rt~·-live days of the passage of the 

present resulut ion, shall develop, and suhmit to the council for approval, 

a plan callin.,: fitr the completion of t.lw IC•IIowing nets within forty-five 

days of sud1 upproval; 

(i) The Forming of a Special Commission, which shall carry out i111mediate 

on-site insptoc t ion of Iraq's biolo~icul, i lwmical and missile capabilities, 

bused on lru.,·~ dttcluration and tlw designation of any additional 

hK·utiuns h, tl ... SJ""·iul Commission 11sdf; 
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(ii) The yielding hy I ruq of possession t 11 the Special Commission for 

destruction, n•mnval or rendering h .• rmless, taking into account the 

requirement:-; of public safety, of all it ''1111'1 1-'pecified under paragraph 8 

(a) above, irll'luding items at the additional locutions designated by the 

Special Commission under paragraph !I (h) (i) above and the destruction 

by Iraq, undl•r the supervision of the Hpeciul Commission, of all its 

missile capuhilities, including launchers, as specified under paragraph 

R (b) ahove; 

(iii) The provi!->ion hy the Special Commi!-ision of the assistance and 
• 

cooperation t '' 1 tit' I >irector-General oft"" International Atomic Energy 

Agency n•t.jlain'11 in paragraphs 12 unci t:~ helow; 

10. Decides that Iraq shall unconditionally undertake not to use, develop, 

construct or m·quire uny of the item:-. ~pecified in paragraphs 8 and 9 

above and n•quHsts the Secretary-l :"neral, in consultation with the 

Special Commisl"ion, to develop a plan li.r t.he future ongoing monitoring 

and verification of Iraq's compliance with this paragraph, to be 

submitted tot he Hecurity Council for approval within one hundred and 

twenty days of thl• passage of this resolution; 

11. Invites lrnq to reaffirm unconditionally its obligations under the Treaty 

on the Non-prnlifcrution of Nuclear W.•upons of 1 July 1968; 

12. Decides t hut Iraq !->hull unconditionallv agree not to acquire or develop 

nuclear weapons or nuclear-weapons-usable material or any subsystems 

or components or any research, development, support or manufacturing 

facilities relutt'<l to the above; to suhauit. to the Secretary-General and 

the Director-Ueneral of the international Atomic Energy Agency within 
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fifteen days or t lw adoption of the present resolution a declaration of the 

locations, amounts, and types of ull items specified above; to place all of 

its nucleur-weupons-usahle material~ under the exclusive control, for 

custody und rl'moval, of the Internulionul Atomic Energy Agency, with 

the nssislmu·t• and t·ooperation of tlw Special Commission as provided 

for in tlw plan of the Secretary-GL'IIl'nd discussed in paragraph 9(b) 

above; to accept, in accordance with the arrangements provided for in 

paragraph 1 :i helow, urgent on-site inspection and the destruction, 

removal or n•udering harmless as uppropriate of all items specified 
• 

above; and to ut~cept the plan discuss"d in paragraph 13 below for the 

future on goinJ.{ monitoring and verification of its compliance with these 

undertakinJ.{s; 

13. Requests the I >irector-General of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency, through the Secretary-General, with the assistance and 

cooperation of the Special Commission as provided for in the plan of the 

Secretary-< ;ttllttrtal in paragraph 9 (h) uhove, to carry out immediate on

site inspttt'l ion or I ruq's nuclear capahi I it ie:-~ hused on Iraq's declarations 

and the d,.,..,,.mation of any additional locations by the Special 

Commission; to develop a plan for submission to the Security Council 

within forty-fivt~ days calling for the Ot'~l ruction, removal, or rendering 

harmless us uppropriate of all item~ iisted in paragraph 1?. above; to 

carry out the plan within forty-fivL• d ••. \.H following approval by the 

Security Cmuwil; and to develop a plan. taking into account the rights 

and obliJ.{uiions of Iraq under the Trl•uly on the Non-proliferation of 

Nuclear Weapons of 1 July 1968, for the future ongoing monitoring and 

verification of I ray's compliance with parahrraph 12 above, including an 

inventory of all nuclear material in Iraq subject to the Agency 
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verification und inl-pections of the Intt·rnutionul Atomic Energy Agency 

to confirm thut the Agency's safeguurds cover all relevant nuclear 

activities in Iraq, to he submitted to the Security Council for approval 

within one h11ndred and twenty da_vl'- of the passage of the present 

resolution; 

14. Takes nott• that the actions to be taken by Iraq in paragraph 

8,9,10, 11,1 :!, und 13 of the present resolution represent stage towards 

the goal of eslahlil"hing in the MiddJe East a zone free from weapons of 

mass destruction and all missiles for their delivery and the objective of 

global hun on chemical weapons; 

15. Reyut•!"t!" t lw St•t-ret nry-General to report to the Security Council on the 

steps taken to facilitate the return of all Kuwaiti property seized by 

Iraq, including a list of any property that Kuwait claims has not been 

returned or which has not been returned intact; 

16. Reaffirms that Iraq, without prejudin• to the debts and obligation of 

Iraq arising prior to 2 August 1990, which will he addressed through the 

normal mechanisms, is liable under the international law for any direct 

loss, dumuge, ilwluding environment~! damage und the depletion of 

natural resources, or injury· to foreign Governments, nationals and 

corporations, us a result of Iraq'to unlawful invasion and occupation of 

Kuwaiti; 

17. Decides thut nil iraqi statements mud .. since 2 August 1990 repudiating 

its foreign dt•hts are null and vied, und demands that Iraq adhere 
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scrupulously to all of its obligations concerning servicing and repayment 

of its foreign debt; 

18. Decides also to create a fund to pay compensation for claims that fall 

within paragraph 16 above and to establish a Commission that will 

administer the fun; 

directs the Secretary-General to develop and present to the Security 

Council for decision, no later than thirty days following the adoption of 

the present resolution, recommendations for the fund to meet the 
• 

requirement for the payment of claims established in accordance with 

paragraph 16,17 and 18 above, including; administration of the fund; 
/ 

mechanisms for determining the appropriate level of Iraq's contribution 

to the fund hased on a percentage of the value of the exports of 

petroleum and petroleum products from Iraq not to exceed a fi~re to be 

suggested to the council by the Secretary-General, taking into account 

the requirements of the people of Iraq, Iraq's payment capacity as 

assessed in conjunction with the international financial institutions 

taking into consideration external deht service, and the needs of the 

Iraqi' economy; arrangements for ensuring that payments are made to 

the fund; the process by which funds will be allocated and claims paid; 

appropriate pro<.·edures for evaluating lol'\ses, listing claims and verifying 

their validity and resolving disputed claims in respect of Iraq's liability 
' 

as specified in paragraph 16 above; and the composition of the 

Commission designated above; 

20. Decides, effective immediately, that the prohibition against the sale or 

supply to Iraq of commodities or products, other than medicine and 

health supplies, and prohibitiom• against financial transactions related 
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there to concerned in resolution 661 I 1 HHO) shall not apply to foodstuffs 

notified to the Security Council Committee established by resolution 

661 (1990) concerning the situation hetween Iraq and Kuwait or, with 

the approval of that Committee undPr the simplified and accelerated , 
"no-objection" procedure, to materials und supplies for essential civilian 

needs as icl••nl ili•~d in the report of t.IIL' Secretary-General dated 20 

March 1 HH I , und in any further finding~ of humanitarian need by the 

committee; 

21. Decides that the Security Counci1 !"hall review the provisions of 

paragraph :lO above every sixty duy~ in the light ofpolicies and practices 

of the Government of Iraq, including tlw implementation all relevant 

resolutions of the Security council, li1r t.he purpose of determining 

whether the reduce or life the prohihilions referred to there in; 

22. Decides that upon the approval hy the Security Council of the 

programme culled for in paragraph 19 above and upon Council 

agreement thut. Iraq has completed allud ion contemplated in paragraph 

8, 9, 10, I I, I~ und 13 above, the prohibitions against the import of 

commoditil•l'i und products originating in Iraq and the prohibitions 

against finundul transactions relatod there to contained in resolution 

661 (1990) shall huve no further force or effect; 

23. Decides that, pending action by thl• St-curity Council under paragraph 

22 above, the Security Council CommittL•e established by resolution 661 

(1990) shall he empowered to approve, when required to assure 

adequate finuncial resources on the part of Iraq to carry out the 
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activities undt•r paragraph 20 below, l'Xl'eptions to the prohibition 

against tlw i111port of commodities and products originating in Iraq; 

24. Decides that, in accordance with resolution 661 (1990) and subsequent 

relak>d resolutions and until a further decision is taken by thP Security 

Council, ull states shall continue to pn•\'ent the sale or supply, or the 

promotion of fiacilitation of such ~ult• or supply, to Iraq by their 

nut.ionuls, or from their territorit•s or u !'ii ng their flag vessels or aircraft, 

of; 

(a) Arms and related material of all types, specifically including the sale or 

transfer through other means of all forms of conventional military 

equipment, including for paramilitary forces, and spare parts and 

components and their means of produl'l ion, for such equipment; 

(b) Items spocifit-<lund defined in paragraph Hand 12 above not otherwise 

covered uhovt•; 

(c) Technolob.'Y unclt•r licensing or other transfer arrangements used in the 

production, uti I iznt ion or stockpiling of itttms specified in subparagraphs 

(a) and (h) uhove; 

(d) Personm•lur materials for training or t•'i·hnical support service~ relating 

to the de:-;ign, dt.•\·elopment, manuful'l •an•, use, maintenance or support 

of itPms spet·ifit-<1 in subparagraphs (a 1 und (b) above; 

25. Calls upon all states and international organisations to act strictly in 

accordance wit.h paragraph 24 above, notwithstanding the existence of 

any contracts, agreements, licences or· any other arrangements; 

26. Requests tht• St•cretary-General, in consultation with appropriate 

Government :-o, to develop within sixt.v duys, for the approval of the 
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Security Council, guidelines to facilitate full international 

implemcntul ion of paragraphs 24 und ~;. uhove and paragraph '27 below, 

and to mukc them availahle to all statt· .... und to establish a procedure for 

updating the~l' J.,'l.aidclines periodicall.v; 

27. Calls upon all stateH to maintain such national controls and procedures 

and to take 1'4uch other actions consistent with the guidelines to be 

established hy the Security Council under paragraph 26 above as may 

be necessary t •, ensure compliance with the terms of paragraph 24 

above, and t·ulh• upon international orgunizut.ion to take all appropriate 

steps to assist in ensuring such full ('ompliance; 

28. Agrees to revil•w its decisions in paragraphs 2:l, 23, 24 and 25 above, 

except for t.he items specified and defint>d in paragraphs 8 and 12 above, 

on a reJ.,'lllnr husis and is any ca:-ot> one hundred and twenty days 

following pussn~l' of the present re,..olnt ion, tuking into account Iraq's 

compliance with thl• resolution and g'l'lll'ral progress towards the control 

of armaments in the region; 

29. Decides that ull States, including Iraq, shall take the necessary 

measures to ensure that no claim shall lie at the instance of the 

Government of Iraq, or of any person or hody in Iraq, or of any person 

claiming through or for the benefit of uny such person or body, in 

connection with uny contract or other trunsuction where its performance 

was affected hy rcuson of the measures t.uken hy the Security Council 

in resolution fin 1 ( 1990) and related resolutions; 
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30. Decides that, in furtherance of its commitment to facilitate the 

repatriation ufull kuwaiti and third country nationals, Iraq shall extend 

all necessary cooperation to the Internut.ional Committee of the Red 

Cross, providing list.~; of such persons, facilit uti ng access of the International 

committee of the Ht>•l <;ross for those Kuwaiti und third country nationals still 

unaccounted for; 

31. Invites the International Committee of the H.ed Cross to keep the 

Secretary-neneral apprist•d as appropriate of all activities undertaken 

in connectiu11 with facilitating tht• n•po~t riation or return of all Kuwaiti 

and third country nationals or their n·111ains present in Iraq on or after 

2 August 1 ~~~I; 

32. Requires Iraq to inform the Security Council that it will not commit or 

support any ad of international terrorism or allow any organization 

directed towards commission of such acts to operate within its territory 

and to condemn unequivocally and rt•nounce all acts, methods and 

practices of tt•rTorism; 

33. Declares that, upon official notificut ion hy I ruq to the Secretary-General 

and to the Security Council of its acceptance of the provisions above, a 

formal cense-fire is effective betwetm J raq and Kuwait and the Member 

States CfH)pt.•rut.ing with Kuwait in •H'l'ordance with resolution 678 

{1 ~90); 

34. Decides to remain seized of the mattPr and to take such further steps 

as may be required for the implementation of the present resolution and 

to secure peace and security in the urea. 



RESOLUTION 707 1 I H91) 

Adop_tl'cl hy the Security Council ut its meeting 

on 15th August I ~·HI 

The Security Council, 

Recalling its resolution 687 (1991), and its other resolutions on this matter, 

Recalling the letter uf 11 April1991 fromtht• President of the Security Council 

to the Permanent Hepresentative of Iraq to the United Nations (S/22485) 

nothing that on the hasis of Iraq's written Ub'Teement (S/22456) to implement 

fully resolution 687 (1991) t.he preconditions established in paragraph 33 of 

that resulitoin for u l't•ase-fire had been met, 

Noting with grave l'um·ern the letters dated ~~;.June 1991 (S/22739), 28 June 

1991 (S/22743) mul 4 Ju)y 1991 (S/22761) from the Secretary-General, 

conveying informution ohtained from the Exel·utive Chairman of the Special 

Commission and the Director-General of the IAI'~A which establishes Iraq's 

failure to comply with its obligations under resolution (687 (1991), 

Recalling further till' statement issued by tlw President ofthe Security Council 

on 28 June 1991 (S/:.!~7tlfl) requesting t.hut a high-level mission consisting of 

the Chairman of the Special Commis:-oion, the Director-General for 

Disarmament Affairs be dispatched to meet with officials at the highest levels 

of the Government of Iraq at the earliest opportunity to obtain written 

assurance that Iraq will fully and immediuh_•ly cooperate in the inspection of 

the locations identified by the Special Commission and present for immediate 

inHpection any of those items that may have heen transported from those 

locations, 
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Dismayed by the report of the high-level 111ission to the Secretary-General 

)S/22788) on the results of its meeting with the highest levels of the Iraqi 

Government, 

Gravely concerned hy the information provided to the Council by the Special 

Commission and Uw IAEA on 15 July HHH (S/22788) and 25 July 1991 

(S/22837) regarding the actions of the Government oflraq in flagrant violation 

of resolution 687 ( 1 ~~ 1 ), 

Noting also from ~hu ldtgn~ dAted 2A June 1991 (S/2!J739), 28 June 1991 

(S/22743) and 4 July 1991 (S/22761) from the Secretary-General that Iraq has 

not fully complied with all of its undertakings relating to the privileges, 

immunities and fiu·ilities to be accorded to the Special Commission and the 

IAEA inspection teams mandated under resolution 687 (1991), 

Affirming that in order for the Special Co111mission to carry out its mandate 

under paragraph 9 (b) (i), (ii) and (iii) of resolution 687 (1991) to inspect Iraq's 

chemical and biologknl weapons and ballistic missile capabilities and to take 

possession of them fc>r destruction, removal or rendering harmless, full 

disclosure on the part of Iraq as required in puragrph 9 (a) of resolution 687 

(1991) is essential, 

Affirming that in order for the IAEA, with the assistance and cooperation of 

the Special Commission, to determine what nuclear weapons-usable material 

or any subsystems or components or any research, development, support or 

manufacturingfudlities related to them net.•d. in accordance with paragraph 13 

of resolution 687 ( 1 ~H 1 ), to be destroyed, removed or rendered harmless, Iraq 

is requird to make u decluration of all its nuclear programmes including any 
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which it claims are for purposes not related to nuclear-weapons usable 

material, 

Affirming that the aforementioned failures of I ruq to act in strict conformity 

with its obligations under resolution 687 (1991) constitutes a material breach 

of its acceptance of t.lw relevent provision~ of resolution 687 (1991) which 

established a cease-llrP und provided the cnndit ions essential to the restoration 

of peace and security in the region, 

Affirming further t.hut lruq's failure to complv with its safeguards agreement 

with the Internutionul Atomic Energv Ag•·nc.v, <.'oncluded pursuant to the 

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons of 31 July 1968, as 

established by resolution of the Board of Governors of the IAEA of 18 July 

1991 (GOV/2532), consitutes a breach of its international obligations, 

Determined to ensure full complaince with resolution 687 (1991) and m 

particular its section C, 

Acting under Chuptl•r VII of the Charter, 

1. Condemns Iraq',.. Nerious violation of u numher of its obligations under 

section C of resolution 687 (1991) and of it~ undertakings to cooperate with 

the Sp(.'Cial Conuui~sion and the IAEA, whida mnstitutes a material breach of 

the relevant provisions of resolution 6X7 wlaid1 t.•stablished a cease-fire and 

provided the conditions essential to the restoration of peace and security in the 

region; 
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2. Further condemn~ non-compliance by tlw ( :overnment of Iraq with its 

obligations under it:-. ~ufeguards agreeml'llt. wit.h the International Atomic 

Energy Agency, us e~tuhlished by the resolution of the Board of Governors of 

18 July, which t·on~tilutes a violation of its committments, as a party to the 

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of NuclPur Weapons of 1 July 1968 ; 

3. Dumund:-; thut I nu1 

i) provide full, linul und t•omplete disdu:--11r •·. us required by resolution 687 

(1991), of all aspects of its programmes to devl'lop weapons of mass destruction 

and ballistic missilP~ with a range greater t.hun 150 km, and of all holdings of 

such weapons, their t·urnponents and produt'l •un facilities and locations, as well 

as all other nuclear programmes, includin~ nny which it claims are for 

purposes not ruluh'<l to nuclear weapons-usahles material, without further 

delay; 

ii) allow the Speciul ( 'ommission, the IAEA and their Inspection Teams 

immediate, un<'onditional and unrestrictt.•d acfess to any and all areas, 

facilities, equipnwnt. records and means oft ransportation which they wish to 

inspect; 

iii) cease immediatl'iy any attempt to conn·u, or any movement or destruction 

of any material or equipment relating to its nuclear, chemical or biological 

weapons or ballistk missile programmes, or lllllterial or equipment relating to 

its other nuclear Ul'l 1\'ities without notifinat ion to and prior consent of the 

Special Commission ; 

iv) make availahle immediately to the Speciul Commision, the IAEA and their 

Inspection Teums au.v itPms to which they were previously denied access ; 
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v) allow the Spt•ciul Commission, the l.H:.\ .md their Inspection 'J'Pams to 

conduct both fixPd wing und helicopter Oi._:ht · 1 hroughout Iraq for all relevant 

purposL•s indudin~ inl'lpt•rt ion, surveillum·t·, , ... nul surveys, transportation and 

logistics without intt•rft·n·m·e of any kiud and upon such terms and conditions 

as may be determilwd by the Special ConHut:o.aun, and to make full use of their 

own aircraft and such airfields in Iraq as t.hey may determine are most 

appropriate for the work of the Commission ; 

vi) halt all nuclear ud ivities of any kind, ext~t·pt fi,r use of isotopes for medical, 

agricultural or inclul'ltriul purposes until the St>l'Urity Council determines that 

Iraq is in full t'OIIIJlluan•·•! with this resolution unci paruhrraphs 12 and 13 of 

resolution 687 ( l~Hit, uruJ the IAEA determirw~ thut Iruq is in full compliance 

with its saferuardl-i Hj.!rt•ttnwnt with thut. Agency ; 

vii) ensure the l'ompiL•te implementatiun ol the privileges, immunities and 

facilities of till' n•prl'!'il'lllntives of the Spt•l'i •• l ('ummission and the IAEA in 

accordance with it:-. pn•\"iuus undertaking!"> and their complete safety and 

freedom of movement ; 

viii) immediately provide or facilitate tht• pmvision of any transportation, 

medical or logisticall"upport requested by t lw Special Commission, the IAEA 

and their Inspection TL•ams ; 

4. Determines thut lmq retains no ownership iutL•rel"t in items to be destroyed, 

removed or rendert'tl hnrmless pursuant. t.o puru.,.'l'uph 12 of resolution 687 

(1991) ; 
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5. Requires that the Government of Iraq forth with comply fully and without 

delay with all its international obligations, including those set out in the 

present resolution, in resolution 687 (1991), in the Treaty on the Non

Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons of 1 July 1968 and its safeguards agreement 

with the IAEA ; 

6. Decides to remain seized of this matter. 



HEHOLUTlON 71 fi f1 9!:)1) 

Adopted hy the Security Coun(·il "' its :~012th meeting, 

on 11 Octoher I ! IH I 

The Security Counl'il, 

Recalling its resolutions 687 (1991) of3 April 1991 and 707 (1991) of 15 August 

1991, and its other resolutions on this mallt•r. 

Recalling in particular that under resolution fiH7 (1991) the Secretary-General 

and the Director Ceneral of the International Atomic Energy Agency were 

requested to develop plans for future ongoin)..: monitoring and verification, and 

to submit them to t tlt' Secueity Council for approval, 

Taking note of the report and nnt.e of the Secretary-General, 1/ transmitting 

the plans submitted hy the Secretary-Gem•ral and the Director General of the 

International At.nmil' Enl'rgy Agency, 

Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, 

1. Approves, in accordance with the provision~ of resolutions 687, (1991) 707 

(1991) and the present resolution, the pluns submitted by the Secretary

General and the Director General of the Int.ernut.ionsl Atomic Energy Agency; 

1/ 

2. decides that. the Sp••l'iul Commission shall curry out. t.he plan suhmitted by 

the Secretary-Gem•rul, iJ as well as continuing t.o dis~harge its other 

responHihi litiel'l under resolutions 687 (H~~ 1 ). 899 (1991) and 707 ( 1 ~91) and 

performing sud• "' t. .. r functions as are conl••rrttd upon it under tlu~ present 

resolu t.ion; 

: ~ -
' .. 

~-. .;,... ' 

·~. 
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_ 3. Requests the Dirt>ctor General of the Int«..•rnational Atomic Energy Agency 

to carry out, with tlw assistance and coopt>rntion of the Special Commission, 

the plan submitted hy him 2} and to t·ont.inue to discharge his other 

responsibilities under r«..•solutions 687 (1991), ti~~ (1991) and 707 (1991); 

4. Decides that the Special Commission, in the exercise of its responsibilities 

as a subsidiary orguu of the Security Council, shall : 

(a) Continue to have the respnnsihility for desigriating arlditional 

locations for inl'lpt•d ion and overflights ; 

(h) Contimu• to render assistann• und cooperation to the Director 

General of ttw lntt•rnutiunal Atomic t:rwr •. \ t\gl•ncy, by providing him by 

mutual agreement with the necessary :o.Jtt't·ial expertise and logistical, 

informational and other operational support for the carrying out of the plan 

submitted by him ; 

(c) Perform sud1 other functions, in <"«"•peration in the nuclear field with 

the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency, as may be 

necessary to coordinute activities under the plans approved by the present 

resolution, including making use of comnmnly available services and 

information to the fullest extent possible, in order to achieve maximum 

efficiency and optimum use of resources; 

5. Demands thut I ruq meet unconditionally all its lbligations under the plans 

approvt..>d by tlw pn•sent. resolution unci t•nuperute fully with the Special 

Commission und t til' Din•t·tor Oeneral of 1 h•· International Atomic Energy 

Agency in carrying out the plans ; 

6. Decides to encouruge the maximum assist.mu·e, in cash and in kind, from all 

Member States to ~"ollpport the Special Commission and the Director General 
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of the Internationul Atomic Energy Agency 111 currying out their activities 

under the plans u~~roved by the present resolution, without prejudice to Iraq's 

liability for the fi.1ll l'osts of such activities ' 

7. Requests the Committee established under resolution 661 (1990), t.he Special 

Commission and t.he Director General of t Itt· International Atomic Energy 

Agency to develop in ,·ooperation a tnechunil'lll for monitoring any future sales 

or supplit!s hy ottwr muntries to Iraq of it''"'" n•levunt to the implementation 

of section C of resolution t>H7 (1991) and ot l.o•r relevant resolutions, including 

the present resolution and the plans approved hereunder ; 

8. Requests the S•-cretary-General and the Director General of the 

International Atomic l•;nergy Agency to suh111il to Security Council reports on 

the implementation of the plans approved by the present resolution, when 

requested by the HP,·urity Council and in an.\' ••vent ut least every six months 

after the adoption of this resolution ; 

9. Decides to remuin seized of the matlt•r. 
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